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A Program Goals 

1. The Psychology Program intends to prepare its students for graduate school 
and a variety of entry-level positions involving research and data 
manipulation, business settings (e.g., marketing), and social services. 
Toward this end, the program has adopted the following goals based on a 
report ofthe American Psychological Association (APA): 

a. Students will critically and scientifically examine human behavior, 
social issues, and psychological research. For example, they will 
discriminate between "pop" psychology and scientific psychology. 

b. Students will exhibit a broad knowledge ofthe field of psychology, 
including major empirical findings, theories, schools of thought 
(e. g., historical trends), and research methods (including basic 
statistics). 

c. Student will apply psychological principles to their everyday lives. 
d. Students will effective communicate psychological concepts, 

theories, and principles. 

2. Establishment of Goals 
The goals of the Psychology Program were adopted from a published set 
of assessment guidelines from the American Psychological Association 
(AP A). These 4 goals overlap with our 7 goals from our previous program 
review. This is a result of program discussion concerning assessment and 
our measurement of these goals. These goals and their assessment were 
agreed upon by the program and represent 5 of the 7 original goals. (Two 
goals concerning application were combined). The goals removed 
concerned students' appreciation and tolerance of ambiguity in 
psychology and their use of information resources. 

3. Application of Goals to Employment 
Historically, American psychology has been concerned with basic science 
and its application. That students are trained in scientific methods but 
encouraged to see science of psychology relates to real-world 
settings. (In sub-disciplines within psychology follow a 

such as counseling and 
industrial/organizational psychology.) Therefore, most psychology majors 
are well prepared to work in a variety of settings that require working with 
and communicating with others, analytical thinking and problem solving, 
and an understanding of social '"'"•'-v· 



4. Modification of Goals 

5. Relationship of Goals to Broader Context 
Program goals dovetail nicely with the goals of the University and fit well 
with departmental and college goals and initiatives. 

• University Mission and Goals 
These program goals are consistent with the portion of the 
University Mission that "prepares students for successful careers, 
responsible citizenship, and life-long learning." Program goals are 
also aligned with the core value of Learning, particularly with the 
development of critical thinking. 

• College Mission and Goals 
Program goals are consistent with the College's mission to 
"provide a learning-centered education." 

• Department Mission and Goals 
Program goals are consistent with departmental goal to prepare 
students to "effectively navigate the increasingly complex, diverse, 
and globally connected world by providing them with knowledge 
of themselves, others, and the dynamic social environment." The 
program provides hands-on exposure to scientific theory, research 
and practice to support this mission. 

B. Program Visibility/Distinctiveness 

I. Unique Features 

to 

Internship/Practicum: To the best of our knowledge, very few 
undergraduate psychology programs offer the range of 
internship/practicum experiences Ferris' program offers. In 
particular, the Ferris psychology program requires that students 
be exposed to a hands-on experience in psychology through 
either research or internship. Most students choose internships; 
many choose both. 

research experience or 
Ferris State's 

""'"'""·"'" to obtain some form of 
within the area that they are interested in 

provides students with valuable knowledge of what to 
expect after college and/or what additional education might 
be required to reach their goals." 

mentioned, 



recent and Alumni (see Section 2) suggest that the 
faculty and program are perceived positively. Also, the psychology major 
is currently one of the most popular college majors nationally, making it 
relatively easy to recruit students. Many students are aware that other 
psychology programs a greater breadth of courses, such as in-depth 
seminars on specific topics (e.g., racism & stereotypes) and provide more 
opportunities for research involvement. Some transfer students tell us 
they are going elsewhere due to these better resources. 

3. Main Competition 

Although every state-funded university offers a psychology major, our 
main competitor appears to be Grand Valley State University (GVSU). 
This is likely driven by perceptions of similarity and location. (See 2010-
2011 Fact Book, pg. 73, for related transfer data.) 

a. Similarities & Differences: Most psychology programs offer 
similar courses and experiences. However, most programs 
are afforded greater resources as demonstrated by 
laboratory space and number of faculty members. Grand 
Valley State University is an excellent example of this. 

At GVSU, each core area of psychology is represented by 
laboratory space, which includes two-way mirrors, 
computers, and classroom desks for survey work. Ferris' 
program has limited laboratory space. This hinders our 
ability to get students the hands-on research experience 
they need for graduate work and makes it very difficult to 
teach the science of psychology. 
Grand Valley's faculty also has many, many more 
psychology professors (over 40 listed on website) and a 3:3 
teaching load. This allows the Grand Valley program to 
offer many more courses and research opportunities than 
Ferris. At the time of this report, Ferris struggles to offer a 
broad set of classes on a regular basis. This is jointly the 
result numerically limited faculty and the Program's 
cmmnuune11t to both general education and majors. 

Light of Comparison: Although the Psychology 
Program is successful in terms ofits enrollment, it requires 
crr?'"Tt~.- investment by the University to adequately 
complete with its neighbors and provide students with the 
opportunities they require. 

is relatively inexpensive given 
1 only 6 tenured or 

adjuncts). 
lS 
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C. Program Relevance 

limit. Currently, it to offer a broad 
base of courses and hands-on experiences with a limited 
number faculty. Faculty members frequently have 3 or 
more course preparations per tenn. Two of the mandatory 
courses (Statistics and Research Methods) for the major are 

by an adjunct faculty member. Fortunately for the 
program, the same faculty member also provides research 
experiences for our students. 

The program's dedicated faculty has managed to provide 
several additional upper level courses (e.g., Psychology of 
Relationships, Forensic Psychology, Theories ofLearning 
Honors, and Theories of Counseling) over the past five 
years to add breadth to our offerings. The program 
currently also offers more research involvement 
opportunities in new areas. 

The Program requires additional faculty and laboratory 
space/equipment to compete with the research opportunities 
otrered by competing schools. These are needed in order to 
fulfill our objectives and compete with comparison schools. 

1. Market Demand Analysis: 

According to a 2008 Department of Labor report, the demand for 
psychologists in general is likely to increase by about 12% over the next 
decade (i.e., 2008-2018). Predictions vary by application area. The report 
projects an 1 I increase in the area of clinical/counseling/school 
psychology. A 26% increase is predicted for industrial/organizational 
psychology. Other areas are predicted to average a 14% increase. 

Psychologists in organizational settings will continue to enjoy a strong job 
market as companies deal with harassment, diversity, and employee 
retention 

uo:rgam2:auon:ai psychology, which often 
individuals with masters degrees will find 

the placed on them. 
For state of Michigan, a level counselor must be 
supervised by a Ph.D. or Psy.D. holder. (However, because of the 
healthcare "crunch/' some in the field predicted that companies will 
increasingly refer prospective clients to masters-level practitioners rather 

holding doctorates; it costs less.) 

m 



affect the "basic" areas (social, developmental, 
level instruction as 

positions: 

etc.) 

Clinical/Counseling/School Psychologist: $72,540 
Industrial/Organizational Psychologist: $I 14,040 
All Other Psycho Iogists: $86,51 0 

Obtaining such projective data for bachelor' s-level individuals is very 
difficult as they cannot be psychologists at that level. Typical jobs at this 
level include those involving social services, data collection and analysis, 
and high school instruction. Current salary estimates for people at this 
level include: 

Survey Researcher: $36,050 
Human/Social Service Assistant: $28,200 
Rehabilitation Counselor: $ 32,350 
Correctional Treatment Specialists: $47,200 (may req. master's) 

Overall, jobs at this level are expected to grow at about the national 
average, with the exception of correctional treatment specialists who will 
likely see growing demand. Psychology, as a field, has been slow to 
market the abilities of those below master's level training. However, this 
appears to be changing. (The Psychology faculty believes that psychology 
majors are as, if not more, prepared for many of the entry-level positions 
taken by Communication, Social Work, and Marketing students. Such 
positions require the application of psychological principles.) 

2. Response to Emerging Issues: 

The members of the Psychology Program regularly attend professional 
conferences, stay current in their respective areas of research, and 
seriously consider feedback delivered by the program advisory panel. The 
Psychology faculty monitors graduate school preferences, program 
availability, and job market trends. Given our student's growing interest 

and continued in Clinical/Counseling Psychology, 
been added. Forensic 

eXiJertmi:lnt:al course and since 
1s other The 

course was offered as an course in the Spring 
2011 term. Improvements in these areas are in response to our previous 
academic program ""''1P,,xr 

3. Student Attraction to the Program: 



Psychology Program. Two thirds of those students (8 respondents) 
from community colleges. 

Almost half of the respondents (35) transferred from other majors at Ferris 
State Students reported transferring from 15 different majors. 
The most common were from Biology (general, applied or 
forensic) and Pre-Pharmacy. Transfers from these majors account for 
40% of those transferring from within the university. The remaining 
internal transfers came from the other 13 reported majors with about equal 
frequency. 

Students report satisfaction (averaged above 6 on a scale from 1 to 7) 
with their professors' up-to-date knowledge, their preparation to critically 
examine behavior, their exposure to the necessary concepts and theories, 
and their ability to apply those concepts. 

D. Program Value 

1. Benefits to University: It is difficult to quantity the various benefits offered to 
the University by the Program. However, the faculty benefits the 
University community in the following ways: 

o Committee membership, including a number of chair positions 
o Assisting other programs and divisions (e.g., the counseling center) 
o Active involvement in teaching development (e.g., FCTL) 

Efforts toward student recruitment (e.g., calling/emailing 
applicants) 
Attending relevant conferences for Program/College/University 
development (e.g., development ofundergraduate research 
conference) 

In sum, the Program faculty serves the University community in a 
number of ways including student enrichment, University governance, 
and University development. 

2. Benefits to Students ofProgram: The Program is dedicated to offering its 
students excellent instruction, hands-on experiences with research and 

to human related to psychology. (See the survey 
the next supporting data.) activities, the faculty 

0C~,~-"'" attain acceptance into their chosen graduate 
a 

for examples of relevant occupations, including 

3. Without employer 
'""""" to assess value in regard. However, the 

students are prepared for a wide of 
Institutional 



Research and and one provided some of the data for this 
report. see Section 1, C-1 for details. 

4 & 5. Benefits to External Entities & Public Group Service: The Psychology 
faculty is both on campus and off. The Program faculty has 
offered benefits to entities and the community in a variety of 
settings, including: 

Presenting research at teaching and professional conferences 
Assisting human service organizations (e.g., the Family 
Independence Agency) 

o Supporting students' community service efforts 
Psychology faculty serve as chairs for both the Human Subjects 
Research Committee and the Institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee which ensure research complies with state and federal 
regulations. 
Holding membership in a variety of associations (e.g., APA) 

o Reviewing of research journal manuscripts 
o Creating teaching guides and conducting textbook reviews 
o Lunch Buddy Program 
o Etc. 

The extra-university activities engaged in by the faculty serve a marketing 
function for the University, help make connections that may later assist the 
Program and its students (e.g., the development ofinternship 
opportunities), and, most obviously, offer assistance to entities that might 
not otherwise receive professional help. 



A Graduate Follow-Up Survey (See Section 6, B-1 ): 

survey was sent to 67 addresses provided by the Alumni Association. 
Only 31 email addresses were viable. Respondents were asked to respond to one 
of two portions of the survey. One portion addressed their graduate/professional 
training experience in light ofthe Program. The other section referred to their 
job-related experiences. 
Below, the data obtained from this population is summarized. It must be stressed 
that any judgments about the data must be made cautiously for at least two 
reasons. First, the data are not standardized. Second, the response rate was 
disappointingly low. Therefore, the following data, derived from 6 respondents, 
represent a very small sample of graduates. 

o Quantitative Attitude/Perception Items 

Graduate School Portion 
Item 

Overall, the Psychology Program at Ferris prepared me 
well for aduate/ rofessional stud . 
Based on my experience with graduate/professional 
study so fur, the Ferris Psychology professors are up
to-date in their knowled e of Psychology. 
The Program offered me good advising and guidance 
concemin graduate/ rofessional schooL 
The Psychology Program offered an adequate range of 
psycholo y courses. 
The Psychology Program adequately prepared me for 
the subject test of the Graduate Records Examination 
(GRE). 
The Psychology Program me to the necessary 
cone ts and theories of sycholo y. 
The Psychology Program prepared me to use 
information resources and find answers on my own as 

me to communicate 

psy,cncHo~~y l't·n<Yt'llm provided me with the critical 
thinking necessary for education. 
The research and internship were 
beneficial to my rofessional studies. 

Mean 

6.00 

6.33 

6.67 

6.67 

4.00 

6.67 

6.33 

6.33 

5.67 

6.67 

6.67 

6.67 

6.33 

6.33 

Std. Dev. Range 

1.00 5-7 

0.58 6-7 

0.58 6-7 

0.58 6-7 

0 3 

0.58 6-7 

1.16 

1.16 

0.58 

0.58 6-7 



Notes. Std. Dev. standard deviation. 
item. 

observed range; possible range was 1-7 for each 

Job Portion 
Item 

The Program offered good advising and guidance 
WH'-corn111g work/careers related to psychology. 
The Psychology Program offered an adequate range of 
psychology courses. 
The Psychology Pi v 151 am exposed me to the necessary 
concepts and theories of psychology. 
The scientific approach taken by the Program has 
prepared me to effectively analyze and gather 
information for work-related problems. 
The Psychology Program prepared me to communicate 
in a clear and organized mam1er. 
The Psychology Program provided me with the critical 
thinking necessary for successful problem-solving. 
The Program's research and internship opportunities 
have been helpful with my work/career. 
The Program prepared me to understand problems and 
look for answers via the scientific method. 
The Psychology Program prepared me to learn what I 
needed to learn for my current position. I ::c~sychology Program prepared me to work 

tively with others. 
The Psychology Program prepared me to understand 
and appreciate diversity in the workplace. 
Overall, the coursework offered by the Psychology 
Program prepares students for work in a variety of 
settings. 
Overall, the Psychology Program prepared me well for 
the job market. 

Mean Std. Dev. Range 

4.60 1.95 2-6 

6.40 0.55 6-7 

6.40 0.55 6-7 

5.00 1.00 4-6 

5.80 0.84 5-7 

6.00 0.71 5-7 

5.40 2.51 1-6 

4.80 1.64 3-6 

6.00 0.71 5-7 

6.40 0.55 6-7 

6.20 0.84 5-7 

6.60 0.55 6-7 

5.80 1.10 4-7 
Notes. Std. Dev. standard deviatmn. Range observed range; posstble range was 1-7 for each 

item. N=5. 

o Open-Ended Remarks 

I would have like more abnormal psychology courses. 
A focus on disabilities would have been huge. So many people 
don't know or think about the needs of a person with disabilities. 
There is a world out there of job opportunities but it isn't really 
discussed. I think introducing students to the possibilities ofwork 
within this field would been beneficial. It's touched on in 
social work, but our agency does a ton of work with counselors, 
psychologists, and psychiatrists and it just isn't discussed in 
mainstream psychology classe:s. 
Health Psychology should be offered. 



Most Useful Experiences 

The work involved the advanced psychology courses really 
prepared me for the workload I would be taking in law school. 
To be honest I felt that every course that I had was important to my 
career in psychology. 
Abnormal Psychology, Statistics, Research Methods, and Behavior 
Modification 

o I have learned more from the people our agency supports than I 
have learned in any book. 

o Constructive Remarks 

o I loved the professors I had a couple of great ones while I was 
there. I found while at Ferris that most of the professors were 
approachable, took time out of their days to really care about the 
students, and were very knowledgeable. 

As mentioned above, the very small sample size and lack of standardization make 
it very difficult to make reliable inferences. Also apparently 2 respondents 
replied to both the graduate school and the job section. This may be the result of 
alumni who both attended graduate school and worked. Despite these difficulties, 
a few findings are instructive when compared to the data derived from our 
Student Exit sample. (More is said below about the student exit sample given the 
larger N.) 

Overall, alumni attending (or just finishing up) graduate studies perceive their 
undergraduate experience positively. Respondents reported having continued to a 
Psychology masters program, a Psy. D. program, and law school. These students 
neither agreed nor disagreed (responded at the midpoint) concerning the 
program's preparation for the subject section of the GRE. This is likely the result 
of those students not being re{Juired to take the subject section when they applied 
to graduate or law school. All other indices were sufficiently above the midpoint, 
indicating general satisfaction. 

Alumni who entered the workforce were also generally satisfied with the program 
but to a lesser and more those that entered a professional 
program. Although above the midpoint of the scale, were least satisfied with 
advising related to psychology. Majors are informed 
that without school job opportunities are more limited. They did 
however, agree that the coursework prepares students to work in a variety of 
settings. 

B. Employer Follow-Up Survey: 

of our graduated students directly 
COI1Cc:rnln~ contact inforn1ation for job 
"'"''<l"'" only 3 contacts were obtained. 



B. Graduate 

Surveys were administered in Senior Seminar class near the end of the spring 
semester in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011. The 73 respondents were mainly seniors 
with a few juniors, that we adequately tapped the most knowledgeable 
segment of the current population. The results ofthe survey are 
summarized below. 

Quantitative Attitude/Perception Items 

Item Mean Std. Dev. Range 
The Psychology Program encourages students to 

5.93 1.07 understand and appreciate diversity. 
I The professors of the Psychology Program are up-to- 6.16 0.87 2-7 date in their knowledge of psychology. 

The Psychology Program prepares students to critically 6.01* 1.01 3-7 examine human behavior. 
The Psychology Program offers an adequate range of 5.56 1.17 2-7 psychology courses. 
I am prepared to examine social issues objectively and 5.80 1.07 1-7 scientifically. 
The Psychology Program exposes students to the 

6.25* 0.76 4-7 necessary concepts and theories of psychology. 
Because of the Psychology Program, I am able to apply 

6.23* 0.73 5-7 psychological principles to myself and others. 
I have received good advising and guidance as a 

5.43 1.73 1-7 Psychology student. 
The Psychology Program taught me to use information 5.82 1.22 1-7 resources and find answers to my own questions. 
I am able to tolerate the ambiguity associated with the 6.00 1.26 1-7 complexities ofhuman psychology. 
I am prepared to use the scientific method when 5.92 0.92 3-7 dealing with problems and/or looking for answers. 
The Psychology Program has prepared me for graduate 

5.56 1.32 1 school. 
The Psychology Program has prepared me for the job 5.08 1.51 1-7 market. 
I am able to communicate ideas in a clear and 

6.18* 0.86 4-7 organized manner. 
Notes. Std. Dev. standard devtatiOn. Range observed range; possible range was 1-7 for each 

item. measure of a program 

Contextual/Demo graphic 

1 reported transferring from another university/college 
• I 2 reported transferring from a community college 
• 12 reported transferring for FSU psychology program 

35 (47.9%) reported transferring from another major at FSU 
• 8 reported from Biology applied, or 

• 
• 



Plans: 
e. 21 (28%) reported to enter a doctoral program 

7 for dinicalkounseling psychology 
3 for school psychology 
2 each for industrial/organizational, developmental, and 
forensic 

f. 28 (38%) reported plans to enter a masters program 
o 9 for school psychology 

7 for clinical/counseling psychology 
g. 1 7 reported plans to enter the job market 

9 for human services 
h. 2 reported plans to enter Law School 
1. 1 reported plans to enter Medical School 
J. 3 reported plans to get a second bachelor's degree 

o Open-Ended Remarks as Coded into Categories 

c ourse R d equeste 
Counseling/Clinical/ Abnormal Psychology 
Criminal/Forensics/Law Psychology 
Lab based and research oriented, advanced research methods 
Careers in Psychology (prep for job market & grad school) 
Sex/Gender/Relationships additional courses 
Special-Topic Seminars (e.g., substance abuse, advanced cognition & social) 

Sport 
Evolutionary Psychology 
Environmental/Health 
Neuroscience 

F requency 
9 
7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 

Note. Some suggested courses were excluded as they already extst as part of the curriculum 
unless the comment clearly indicated that it was desired in addition to what is currently 
available. 

o Constructive Remarks 

Category 
Praise for the Faculty/Pro 

5 
rtunities 4 

4 

It is difficult to draw inferences from these data as they are not standardized. 
Also, the open-ended remarks are potentially instructive; but, it should be noted 
that the number of responses are quite low the sample However, sets 

can be a manner. 

"'"'-'1"'"'' some ofthe most 
and 
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program. In comparative terms, student responses to the Likert-type (I point 
scale) items tapping were favorable. For example, they believe 
that they are learning the information necessary for psychology majors, that they 
can apply what they have learned in the major, that they can critically examine 
human behavior and that can communicate what they have learned 
effectively. 

Perhaps the most telling outcome relates to guidance and post-graduation 
preparedness. Relative to the other item values, items related to advising, 
readiness for graduate school, and preparedness for the job market were low, but 
still well above the midpoint ofthe 1-7 Likert-type scale. This sentiment is 
possibly reflected by the fact that concern about graduate school/job market 
guidance was the 2nd most common open-ended remark. However, members of 
the Psychology program believe that graduating students not wishing to attend 
graduate school are well prepared for many entry-level occupations. (See Section 
1, C-1 for examples of such positions.) 

Finally, the top two requested courses are not surprising. Because most students 
planning to attend graduate school intend to study counseling/clinical or school 
psychology, they would like greater exposure to such material at the 
undergraduate level. There has been growing interest in forensics given the CSI 
craze on television. Although there are few graduate programs aimed specifically 
at such training, it is likely that more will be developed if demand continues to 
grow. 

During the last five years we have managed to offer the Forensic Psychology 
course during several semesters. The Theories of Counseling course was offered 
this last spring term and is scheduled for next spring as well. Currently the 
faculty struggle to compete with our sister institutions due to limited faculty. 
Additional faculty could also provide more hands-on/research-based courses as 
commonly requested in the survey. 

D. Student Program Evaluation: 

Data gathered on the program should be from the most knowledgeable of the 
program. We believe the senior survey is the most informative method of 
gathering sentiment the program. The is given near the end of 
the spring term the course (PSYC 482). Students in this course 

enrolled in the Research Methods course 
a central of all psychology programs. Students in the 

capstone course had many psychology courses in a variety of content areas. 

Current students fmd the approachable and frequently discuss their 
on aspects of the program. The Student Psychology Association also helps 

Program faculty are often invited to the 
uu"'''"" Pvrn·p,,., similar and concern as those 



Attitude/Perception Items 

Item Mean Std. Dev. Ran e 

6.60 0.55 6-7 

are up-to-
6.67 0.52 6-7 

6.67* 0.52 6-7 

range of 5.67 1.87 ps 
The 6.50 0.55 6-7 

6.83* 0.41 6-7 

6.17* 0.41 6-7 

Program offers and 6.67 0.52 6-7 

The Psychology Program teaches students to use 
6.00 0 Al16 information resources and find answers on their own. 

The teaches students to tolerate the 5.50 0.84 associated with the com Iexities of human s cholo l 

6.00 0.63 

prepares students for 
6.33 0.82 

prepares students for the 5.00 1.00 

communicate ideas 



Course suggested for deletion Intercultural Psychology I 

Miscellaneous Constructive Comments 

Respondent 1: I believe that the Psychology program has a number of strengths. 
The faculty are committed to their students, knowledgeable, and willing to go the 
extra mile. Our class sizes are relatively small compared to some local 
universities, and our classes are taught by faculty, rather than graduate students. 
Potential areas for growth include increased space and practical resources 
(including time) to devote to research, which allows faculty to be current in the 
field and train students in research methods and prepare them for graduate study. 
Because ofthe lack of resources available, the faculty are already stretched thin, 
making it difficult to provide adequate opportunities for interested students. 

Respondent 2: Our students would greatly benefit from having more faculty to 
teach a wider and more advanced variety of courses. 

Respondent 3: Well done. 

Overall, the Psychology faculty believes that it is meeting its APA-derived learning 
goals. This is evidenced by the high ratings in each of the learning outcomes measures. 
{The mean score derived from these 4 items is 6.36, a score well above the midpoint.) 
The faculty also perceives favorably its advising and the preparation it offers students for 
graduate schooL 

The values for the learning outcome items are generally consistent with those obtained 
from the Student samples. although still above the midpoint of the 7-point 
Likert-type scale (mean item was lower for exit survey as 
compared to faculty perception (6.67). Alumni who attended graduate programs held a 
high opinion while entering the job market showed the least 
satisfaction (4.60). 

Although the means were a full point the midpoint, both the faculty and the 
students have the for preparation for the job market. 

The comparative items~-,..,,...,-·~· 
obtained are 
believes 



other institutions. 
faculty, stack up well ur,•~u·0· 

Program does not, at least in the eyes of the 
'"r,.m.., in all ofthe areas. 

The item with the lowest mean to space and equipment This concern was 
noted in our previous program review. Other particularly low rated items were teaching 
load and research opportunities for students. These concerns are all related to the 
program's ability to offer meaningful research experiences for students. 

Finally, faculty recommended that a variety of courses be added to the curriculum, 
including an advanced methods course~a commonly mentioned course by student 
samples. 

F. Advisory Committee Perceptions 

The members ofthe advisory committee were asked to review the following: Program 
structure and requirements, course offerings and our research and internship 
opportunities. 

o Program Structure 

Overall, the committee found the program requirements and structure in line with 
expectations of an undergraduate psychology degree. In fact, it was noted that the 
categories of courses offer broad exposure to Psychology students, as it was 
intende.d. The program was reported to have a nice balance between required the 
required courses and electives. However, there were some suggestions. 

One suggestion involved moving the Abnormal Course (PSYC 422) from its 
current category with Social (PSYC 325) and Personality (PSYC 331). A new 
required category would then provide a choice between Abnormal Psychology 
and Tests and Measurement (PSYC 415). Although the program has not yet had 
the opportunity to consider this suggestion, it likely could not be implemented if 
we agreed with this reviewer. This is because the demands of general education 
and the major only allow Abnormal to be taught once in the Spring and the Test 
and Measurements course is taught once every other year. 

Another was requiring the completion of Psychological Research 
Methods (PSYC 280) our majors as a prerequisite to 400 level courses. 
However, course is only once a This makes it difficult for 

""''-''""' to on if they must take the prerequisite course a 
second time. 

Course Offerings 

The panel found the c-Ourse offerings to be given the relatively 
limited number of faculty. They noted the difficulty of covering required courses 
and providing broad to with 

at 



Panel members offered praise for course offerings. The Senior '-'"''"'"<U 
course (PSYC 482) was appreciated as a capstone experience for our majors. 
Other psychology have or are developing a course such as it. 
Other courses (Behavior PSYC 41 0; Guided Research with 
Animals, PSYC 478) were praised for offering valuable hands-on experience that 
is not common to most nrni<Tr~llTIQ 

Panel members suggested additional elective courses to offer. Suggestions 
included additional Clinical/Counseling related courses, Positive Psychology, 
Psychology of Relationships, Human Sexuality, Drugs and Society, Motivation 
and Emotion, Animal Behavior, and Animal Learning. 

o Research & Internship Opportunities 

It was noted by one board member that the research/internship requirement "put 
Ferris graduates at an advantage." Another stated that it "should be an important 
component of every psychology major." 

The alumnus explained that the opportunities for research experiences were 
limited, but the experiences available had been excellent. He suggested that 
additional faculty could bolster the opportunities for research involvement and 
both improve the education/preparation of majors and allow us to better compete 
with programs at other universities. Another reviewer noted the importance of 
research involvement as a predictor of success in graduate schooL 

One reviewer expressed concern that students be required to have some 
background knowledge in the area of research prior to their involvement in a 
research project. This is accomplished informally through "consent of instructor." 
The current method allows the faculty member to assess the level ofbackground 
knowledge required based on each research project. 



A. Profile of Students: 

1. Student Demographics 

S ECTION 3 
PROGRAM PROFILE 

a. Gender, Race/Ethnicity, & Age (Including Pre-Psychology) 

Sex Race/Ethnicity 

Tenn Male Female Black Hispanic Indian/ Alaskan Asian 

2006 
26 83 11 2 0 0 

(24%) (76%) (10%) (2%) (0%) (0%) 

2007 
21 74 7 2 1 3 

(22%) (78%) (7%) (2%) (1%) (3%) 

2008 
22 76 7 1 1 2 

(22%) (78%) (7%) {1 %) (1%) (2%) 

2009 
27 81 10 l 3 1 

(25%) (75%) (9%) (1%) (3%) (1%) 

2010 
35 85 13 5 4 2 

(29%) (71 %) (11%) (4%) (3%) (2%) 

White 
90 

(83%) 
82 

(86%) 
87 

(89%) 
89 

(82%) 
93 

(78%) 
.. 

Note. Percentages bsted for race/ethnicity do not always add to 100% because of m1ssmg 
data. 

* Average Age 

The demographics listed in the above table are typical of Midwestern 
universities. In particular, the larger percentage of women in 
psychology is a common phenomenon in U.S. psychology programs. 

b. In-state & out-of-state (Including Pre-Psychology) 

Residency 

Term Midwest Compact 
Non-

Resident 
Resident 

2006 2 3 104 

2007 1 I 93 
2008 I 0 97 

2009 2 1 105 

2010 3 2 11 5 

20 

Age* 

21 

21 

21 

22 
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c. Ful1-time & part-time (Including Pre-Psychology) 

Enrollment Status 

.Ierm FuU-Tim Part-Time --
2006 103 6 

2007 92 3 

2008 94 4 

2009 98 10 

2010 109 11 

As indicated in the above two tables, enrollment numbers are 
healthy. The last two years reveal an increase in part-time 
students. 

d. Course attendance: Days & times: Generally, except in a few upper
level courses, our classes fill to or near capacity every semester, 
regardless of the day and time. 

e. On-Campus & Off-Campus Enrollment: Psychology does not offer 
off-campus instruction. 

f Course Format: None of our classes are offered on-line. Most courses 
are lecture-based with the exception ofResearch Methods (PSYC 
280), Behavior Modification (PSYC 41 0), and Cognitive 
Psychology (PSYC 406), which have lab (or lab-like) components. 

g. Discussion of Data Presented in this Section: Because much of our 
mission relates to the complexities ofhuman psychology and the 
appreciation of diversity, a more diverse set of students would be 
ideal. (Of course, this is true of every program at Ferris.) 
However, the aforementioned survey data suggest that the Program 
is still successful in meeting diversity-related goals within the 
curriculum. 

2. Student Quality 

a. Current GP A and ACT data: -
crm Mean GP Meao ·----1- ··--- -· --

2006 
3.05 22.04 

(.39 - 4.00) (1 5 - 30) 

2007 3.12 22.35 
(2.23 - 3.96) (1 5 - 29) 

2008 
2.95 21.97 

(1.21 - 3.93) (13 - 32) 

2009 3.03 22.21 
(1.76-4.00) (14-32) 

2010 
2.98 22.27 

(1.36-4.00) (13-32) 

Note. Values in parentheses indicate observed ranges. 
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The data show little variability from the 3. 03 GP A and 22.1 7 ACT 
average over the 5-year period. The average GP A and ACT for 
our last review were 2.73 and 20.05, respectively. There has been 
a very slight increase in both measures. Year-to-year data do not 
reveal any discernable trends. These two measures have remained 
fairly stable since the program's inception. 

b. GP As and ACT scores for Graduated Students: 

Tenn MeanGPA Mean ACT 

2005 
3.20 22.30 

(2.36 - 3.95) (13 - 29) 

2006 
3.24 22.32 

(2.47 - 3.83) (14 - 27) 

2007 
3.25 21.50 

(2.25 3.97) (15 27) 

2008 3.33 21.39 
(2.59-3.94) (15-28) 

2009 
3.21 21.33 

(2.51-3.92) (14-30) 

Note. Values in parentheses indicate observed ranges. 

The yearly GP A average ranges from 3.20 to 3.33. The yearly 
ACT averages range from 21.33-22.32. These measures appear to 
be fairly stable from year to year. 

c. Additional variables used for evaluation: It is believed that adequate 
quantitative ability and language skills (e.g. , reading) are important 
for success in the major. Fonnal data have not been collected to 
assess the importance of these skills. Future assessment plans may 
consider an evaluation of these variables. 

The Program prefers transfer student to have successfully 
completed Introductory Psychology (PSYC 150) with an A or B. 

d. Academic Awards: The Program has not recorded these data. 
However, the Program faculty has informally noted that many, if 
not most, of our graduating students are admitted into graduate 
school. Many of these are offered assistantships and fellowships. 

e. Scholarly/Creative Activities: Psychology majors have attended both an 
undergraduate and a professional psychology conference within 
the last year. Students are involved in hands-on research 
experience with the program faculty. 

These experiences are critical for two reasons: First, obtaining 
hand -on experience in the field of scientific psychology is 
important for learning purposes. It is not enough that we teach 
research methods; students must also practice such methods. 
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Second, such experience is critical for those wishing to attend 
graduate school. 

In sum, at the least, the Program must maintain its active 
research programs. For example, the animal cognition laboratory 
has served as a tremendous resource our students and must be 
eontinued. Additional resources are needed in the areas ofhuman 
research. Faculty members worked with students on research 
design, data eollection, and analysis from several areas of 
psychology research. However, as the research in these areas 
progresses, it is beeoming increasingly difficult to proceed without 
adequate space and equipment. This lack of resources in 
compounded by the heavy teaching load placed upon a faculty 
dutifully involving students in real, publishable research. 

£ Additional Student Aceomplishments: These data have not been 
regularly recorded by the faculty. 

3. Employability of Students 

B. Enrollment 

a. The program has no reliable way of estimating employability at this 
time. 

b. Salary: We do not have reliable data for starting salaries. The area of 
psychology is too diverse to generate a reasonable, single average. 
(See Section 1, C, 1 for national estimates.) 

c. Part-time/contingent work: Data are not available for this measure. 

d. Psychology majors have access to Career Services. Faculty frequently 
provide letters of recommendation. 

e. and f. These data are not available to the program. 

g. No official record has been kept. Faculty perception is that between 
50-80% of graduates continue onto graduate/professional programs 
each year. 

h. student to masters level or PhD level psychology graduate 
training. Others eontinue their educations by attending Law 

or school for Physical, or Occupational Therapy. 
Frequently to in Michigan and surrounding 
areas (e.g., Chicago). 

recent trends in the numbers of 
and continuing students, the Psychology 

enrollment I 40. 



campus 

2. Enrollment & Student Credit Hour Production Trends: As shown in the table 
below, enrollment and student credit hour production reveal a slowly 
increasing trend. It is unclear why SCH appears to slightly drop in 2009. 
(These numbers include only the Fall and Spring semesters.) 

Year Enrollment SCHs 
2006-07 107 6,205 

2007-08 113 6,455 

2008-09 122 6,136 

2009-10 139 6,870 

3-5. Annual Applications, Number Admitted, Number that Enrolled: 

Fall2009 Fall 2010 
Enrolled Enrolled 

Apps Admit Freshm~~n Apps Admit Freshman 

CoU~ge Major 
Big R.apfds AS Pre-Psychology 4 3 6 9 7 g 

psychology 373 143 18 391 153 22 

This is an issue of concern to the Psychology Program. The number of 
applications is strong, but most of these applicants fai4 ultimately, to 
enroll in the Ferris Program Although it is not clear why this occurs, one 
possible reason is that Ferris is used for back-up purposes. That is, 
prospective students apply to Ferris so that they have a place to go in the 
event their preferred programs do not accept them. 

Program faculty has worked with admissions to place calls and send 
emails to admitted students. There is no evidence that these efforts have 
improved enrollment. In addition, a significant increase in those enrolled 
will further stretch resources available at our current enrollment. 

6. Current Program Goals: Because of the healthy application and enrollment 
figures, the program has not actively marketed the program since its 
inception. In addition, a successful attempt to increase enrollment will 
further stretch limited resources necessary to providing a quality 
educational experience. 

C. Program Capacity: 

At this point, as noted previously, the Program is stretched thin. Between its 
commitments to general education and the psychology major, it struggles to 
regularly offer courses deemed necessary for a quality undergraduate psychology 
program. 

Further, one of the basic functions of a psycho logy program, research experience, 
is hamstrung by a lack of space, research-related resources (e.g., computers), and 
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time, especially when compared to sister institutions, such as Grand Valley State 
University. 

D. Retention & Graduation 

1. Attrition Rate for Full-Time FTIAC Students 

Entering 
Non-Persisters 

Fall N* 
Year2 Year3 Year4 

Term 
2004 16 19% 44% 37% 

2005 27 37% 48% 48% 

2006 12 25% 33% 42% 

2007 17 18% 24% 24% 

2008 II 36% 45% ----
* Does not include Pre-Psychology students as many become 4-year 

Psychology students and are possibly labeled as non-persisters in 
the 2-year program, thus skewing the results. 

The attrition rate seems relatively high. One possible reason is that 
students enroll in the statistics and research methods eourse during their 
sophomore and junior year. Although students are informed that 
Psychology is a science from the beginning, learning the skills to truly 
understand and eonduct research is a daunting task and students may 
reeonsider their major. In addition some students have transferred to other 
universities for the better resources available. 

2. Retention Goals & Strategies 

The Psychology Program requires additional faculty to adequately 
eompete with its sister institutions. In particular, students need to have 
access to more sections of important eourses, especially those required for 
graduation (e.g., Psychological Research Methods [PSYC 280], which is 
available only once a year). Additional members of the faculty will also 
afford students with a wider array of courses that are obtainable elsewhere. 

3. Graduation Trends: 

2004-05: 20 
2005-06: 26 
2006-07: 24 
2007-08: 24 
2008-09: 25 
2009-10: 24 

Graduation rate has been very stable over the last 5 years. 
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4. Graduation Time: 

Entering 
Graduated 

Fall N* Year 4 YearS Year6 
Term 
2001 20 50% 60% 60% 
2002 13 8% 31% 38% 
2003 25 24% 32% 40% 
2004 16 38% 50% 50% 
2005 27 11 % 30% ----

2006 12 33% ---- ----

Data are from First Time in Any College students. 

5. Graduation Time II: Data for average time to graduate from the program are 
not available. Examining the data for years 2000-2004, all persisters had 
graduated by the end of 6 years except in 2002 when one student remained 
enrolled. In fact, all persisters had graduated by the end of 5 years during 
3 years ofthe 5 years examined. Typically only one or two students from 
the cohort remained in the 5th year. This may be a result of part-time 
status which has increased. 

E. Access 

1 & 2. Actions toward Accessibility: The most obvious characteristic making the 
Psychology Program accessible to students is the flexibility of its 
curriculum. Compared to many programs at Ferris, the courses of this 
Program have few prerequisites making it easy for students to obtain 
necessary credits, almost at any point during their enrollment in the major. 

Also, although the Psychology Program requires that students take courses 
from core areas of psychology, in most cases, each core area is comprised 
of more than one choice. For example, students can choose between three 
courses to complete the Program's human development area. The 
Program's required 5 major-directed electives can be met with any PSYC 
course not counted toward a core area, a specific SCWK course, and a 
specific SOCY course. 

Finally, the Program has not required specific courses to meet a student's 
general education needs. In the previous review BIOL 109 was a 
prerequisite for both PSYC 360 and 365 and SOCY 121 was required to 
fulfill the social awareness requirement. Following program discussion, it 
was decided that BIOL 101 and 109 would be recommended to students, 
and SOCY 121 would no longer be required. Thus, the 42 general 
education-related credits were left open to student choice. 

In summary, except in a few cases (see the Program check sheet), 
psychology majors are not locked into an exact order of specific classes. 
This makes it easier tor students to obtain their degree within 4 years. (As 
noted above, sufficient data do not yet exist to fully test this assertion.) 
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Program flexibility has also made it for internal and external 
transfers to join the psychology program without loss of time. 

3. Access-Related Actions and Program Goals: It is not believed that the above 
actions directly impact Program goals. 

F. Curriculum Issues 

PSYC or 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 
PSYC 

I. Program Requirements: 

491 or 
480 

360or 
365 

226or 
341 or 

342 

Core Areas: The following list represents core areas of psychology and 
students are expected to take at least one from each area, unless 
otherwise noted. 

These areas are traditionally considered the eore areas of psychology 
and are commonly required by Psychology programs. It is believed that 
students should be exposed to each ofthese areas toward the 
development of a broad knowledge base. Feedback offered by the 
academic portion of our curriculum committee is consistent with this 
logic. 

Human Services Intemship/Practicum (Jr. standing & consent of instructor) 

Directed Research YC 280, Jr. 

Physiological Psychology (F) 
Sensation & ~-'"',.'~'"""'~"'r'n 

Lifespan Human Development (F) 
Child Psychology (F/Sp) 
Adolescent 
Social Psychology (F/Sp) 
Psychology 
Abnormal 

Major-Directed Electives: The table below lists current ''major-directed 
electives." It should be noted that "extra" eoursework from the above 
table can count as major-directed electives. Most of these courses do not 

but serve to expose students to applied areas (e.g., 
or courses that transcend a single core 



courses are important two reasons. First, such application-
oriented courses help prepare students for the job market right out of 
college. Second, they provide additional expertise beyond a core area 
that might be helpful for graduate training preparation. 

(Such application-based courses also support the University's mission.) 

MAJOR DIRECTED ELECTIVES- 15 CREDITS (appropriate course work to be approved by advisor) 
ELECTIVES may be chosen from the categories above (including 3 additional credits ofPSYC 480), SOCY 
345, SCWK 263 or from the following courses 
PSYC 241 or Exceptional Child (F) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 326 or Industrial/Organizational Psychology (variable) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 310or Educational Psychology (F/Sp) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 350 or Introduction to Forensic Psychology (F-EOY) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 415 or Measurement and Assessment in Psyc.(EOY) (PSYC 210 & PSYC 310, 326, 331, or 422) 

PSYC 430 or Interpersonal/Cultural Perspective (EOY) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 444 or Psychology of Gender (EOY) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 472 or History & Systems of Psychology (var.) (PSYC 150, Jr. Standing or consent of instructor) 

PSYC 478 or Guided Research with Animals** (PSYC 280, Jr. standing & consent of instructor) 

PSYC vanes Independent Study in Psychology** (PSYC 150) 
* F = fall, Sp spring, Su summer, EOY every other year, & variable = no set 
semester. These are semesters when the associated course is typically offered. You 
should confer with your advisor to verifY when each course is offered during a specific 
academic year. 
** This course can be taken for a second time for a total of 6 credits or one of each may 
be taken for a total of6 credits. No combination ofPSYC 478 and/or independent study 
can account for more than 6 credits of major directed electives. 



o General Education Requirements: As noted above, these are not dictated 
by the program 

I. GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREI\'rENTS D. CULTURAL ENRICHMENT 9Sem 
A. COI\1MUN1CATION COM:PET.ENCE 12 Sem Credits Credits 
Course Grade Credits Only appro ~'() "C"' course;; rna ~...-ounl tO\\ n:J thi category. 
ENGL 150 3 R~...'q uircmenll : I) on course must be 200 lc cl 2 m:t'timum 5 

ENGL 250 3 credit hours of mu ... -ic and/l'r !heater activirics may apply 

ENGL 311 or 321 or 323 or 325 3 Course Grade Credits 

COMM 105 3 200+ level 

MM 121 
COMM 22 1 

TOTAL 

B. SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING 7 
Sem Credits TOTAL 

Only approved ··z·· courses ma count IO\\ rd this category torsc E. SOCIAL AWARENESS 3Sem 
mu .. l he a lab) im:c 4 credit · are required in the major only J 
remain for General Education Electives Credits 

Course Grade Credits Second Subjecl Area 

(BIOL 101 & 109 recommended) F. GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
4 
4 

Ea h tudent must complete one cour e from the 
list ofquaJifying courses pr ented in the FSU 

TOTAL 
catal g. Thi c urs may al o count toward 
fulfilling the CulturaJ Enrichment or Socia l 

C. QU~TITA TIVE SKILLS Awareness requirement. 
This rc£ uircmc:nt can be fulfilkd bv ONl · ofth<! following <l ptions: 

I 'll~(, Course Grade Credits 
MATII I I 5 or highcrtlr 

Course: (ANTH 122 recommended) 

G. RACE/ETHNTCITY/GENDER 

MATII II S ur higher prufici.:ncy or Each tudent must complete one cour e from the 

M A n I A\1' sub!c:n score 2::24 Score 
li t ofquaJifying course presented in the FSU 
catalog. Thi course may also count toward 

TOTAL fulfilling the ultural nri hment or Social 
Awarene~ r~uirement. 

Course: (Circle o ne) PSYC ISO 33 I ,342 422 
430 or 444 

2. No significant changes to the curriculum have occurred. During our last 
review we were in the process of adding a Senior Seminar course. Since 
then several upper level elective courses have been added to meet the needs of 
our majors and/or provide options for general education course. A special 
topics course was offered on Relationships, currently one on the 

Psychology of Food has been arranged. Forensic Psychology has been added as a 
regular offering and Theories of Counseling is currently being offered. 

3. No changes are currently in the review process. 
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G. Quality Instruction: 

1. Student & Alumni Perceptions: As summarized in Section 2, student 
perceptions of faculty instruction are quite positive, suggesting that the 
Psychology Program is meeting its goals concerning desired learning 
outcomes. 

Advisory Committee & Employer Perceptions: As indicated, employer 
perceptions were not collected for this review given the lack of employed 
alumni-remember that the majority of alumni enter graduate schooL 

The advisory board was not asked to assess instruction for this review. 
Because the advisory board members work outside of the state, it was not 
possible for them to make on-site visits to assess instruction. Therefore, 
the focus was placed primarily on curriculum-related issues. 

3. Efforts to Improve Learning: Most of the Psychology faculty uses MS 
PowerPoint to structure lectures and offer audio-visual aids (e.g., diagrams 
ofthe brain and neurotransmission). Other forms oftechnology include a 
SmartTablet so that notes and diagrams can be added to slides during the 
lecture (hence, making them more dynamic), videotapes and DVDs, and 
overhead projections. 

As discussed in greater detail below, the faculty regularly updates its 
teaching materials and its teaching methods. For instance, several faculty 
member have recently introduced "Psych Busters" as a means of 
increasing critical thinking and encouraging students to find answers on 
their own. 

4. Professional Development: Members ofthe Psychology faculty regularly 
attend professional conferences that include teaching-related 
presentations. Members of the faculty have also attended a conference 
specific to the teaching ofPsychology. Members of the faculty receive the 

journal. Faculty have worked with the Faculty 
Learning. 

5. to Student-Faculty Interaction: of the large number 
of advisees to each professor and the large cla"ls sizes (typical 
courses include 40-42 students), it is challenging to regularly interact with 
students outside of the classroom setting. However, the faculty has 
striven to be accessible to and work closely with students. The following 
provides examples of related activities: 

HL'VLY'-'>Hj'., TPC'?'<ll•f'h development <ULJv'-kJ•CUV 

t:nPt:nM•CWQ UI.:l<'w\A•~v nrAT'\'l"l''lhf'H'I for school and the 



Faculty at an and a professional psychology 
TP'I'"•""ft''"" with students 

Student Psychology Association dinners faculty 

6. Use of Pedagogy: largely depends on course level. Lower-level courses, 
such as Introductory Psychology, require that basic content be delivered, 
limiting the time available for active, inclusive forms ofleaming. 
However, such methods are routinely employed in the Program's upper
level courses. For example, many courses are driven by discussion; a few 
use the learning community concept as their foundation. 

7. As already indicated by the quantitative data obtained by the aforementioned, 
surveys, it appears that these methods are effective. At the very least, 
student, alumni, and faculty perceptions suggest that the methods used are 
achieving the desired goals. 

H. Faculty Quality & Composition 

I. Tenured & Tenure-track Psychology Faculty 
a. Rank & Qualifications 

Lindsay Root Luna, PhD in Clinical Psychology (Assistant Professor) 

Connie Meinholdt, Ph.D. in Social Psychology (Associate Professor) 

Jeffery Nagelbush, Ph.D. in Developmental Psychology (Full Professor) 

Meral Topcu, Ph.D. in Cognitive/Perceptual Psychology (Associate 

Professor) 

Jim Van Treese, Ph.D. in School/Child/Forensic Psychology (Full 

Professor) 

Janice Weaver, Ph.D. in Animal Learning/Cognition (Full Professor) 

b. Promotions Last Review 

the last several members of our faculty have been promoted. 
Connie Meinholdt, Meral Topcu, Jim Van and Janice Weaver 
were promoted to Professor. More recently, Jim Van Treese 
and Janice Weaver were promoted to Full Professor. 

c. Professional Development Activities/ Achievements. Examples include: 

research journals 
research journal 



2. Workload 

Attendance at a variety of conferences, including the annual 
meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Teaching 
of Psychology, Undergraduate Research conference, IACUC I 01 
and 1 training, etc. 
Poster presentation at Society for Psychophysiological Research 
conference. 
Presentation on strategies of classroom management to Faculty 
Center for Teaching and Learning 
Completion of Licensure Exam 
Diversity Speaker brought to campus "Hero Rats Detect 
Landmines and Tuberculosis" 

a. Faculty typically teach 4 sections a semester, 8 sections a year. In 
order to meet the needs of students, members of the faculty have 
often taught courses on an overload basis. 

It must also be stressed that the faculty engages in a great deal of 
student teaching outside of the classroom. The majority of this 
work with students is not formally recognized. Faculty members 
are active in recruiting and involving students in research projects, 
many ofwhich are done as independent studies, which do not 
count toward their teaching load. 

b. Faculty receive release time for the following: 

3. Recruitment 

Program coordinator responsibilities (.25 release) 
Internship coordination (.25 release) 
Chair of Human Subjects Research Committee (.25 release) 
Chair oflnstitutional Animal Care and Use Committee (.25 
release) 

Ads are placed in the American Psychological 
the Society for Psychological Science's 

b. is required for hire as an assistant 
professor in the desired area. Preferred qualifications include teaching 
experience and evidence of research. 

c. The Program faculty desire to hire those with the best 
research involving students), of race, 

affiliation, orientation, etc. 

is under no illusions the 



and that good intentions are not enough. 
Therefore, the as overseen by the Social Sciences Department, 

to affirmative action-oriented procedures. The program will 
rP\/lP\~i recommendations from the University's Diverse Workforce 

4. Faculty Orientation 

Within the program, the faculty is encouraged to mentor new faculty. This 
has been a largely informal process. (Research suggests that informal 
mentoring is more effective than formal mentoring.) New faculty 
members are encouraged to participate in the FCTL orientation program. 

5. Reward Structure 

The salaries offered to new hires differ based on teaching experience and 
area of expertise. 

6. Graduate Instruction 

n/a 

7. Adjunct/Non-Tenure-Track Faculty 

a. Thuy Karafa, M.S., M.A. (9- I 0 years of service) 
Chistopher Redker, Ph.D. (2 years of service) 

Retaining adjunct faculty is becoming a greater concern. Both our 
full-time adjunct faculty have been dedicated individuals who go 
far beyond their required responsibilities. They have volunteered 
to serve on committees, done additional work for the Diversity and 
Inclusion Office, and regularly work to mentor and support our 
students. The work of these faculty members has been essential to 
the quality of our program. 

b. Adjunct faculty members traditionally taught Introductory 
150) and Exceptional Child l ). During the last two 

has depended on oftwo required courses, 
(PSYC 21 0) Methods The program desires 

Currently, adjunct '"";p.r,HTP accounts tor approximately of the 
regular sections Psychology faculty. 



are sometimes conducted for these positions. The Department 
Head has requested input and involvement of the program faculty. 

d. The program faculty members prefer their colleagues to be tenure-track. 
Non-tenure-track professor are not required to fulfill many of the needs of 
the program, including curriculum development, committee service, 
advising, and the like. However, the Program has been fortunate; the 
adjuncts have been highly involved. Without security in employment, it is 
reasonable that these dedicated faculty could move to more stable 
positions elsewhere. Having a tenure-track/tenured professor to teach 
Statistics and Research Methods would provide stability for our majors. 

e. nla 

I. Assessment and Evaluation 

In most psychology courses, the majority of students are non majors. Also majors 
are often offered choices in which course to take to fulfill a required area. Much 
ofwhat we want to assess in our majors would require that they have completed 
most required courses (e.g., Statistics, Research Methods, and several application 
areas). Therefore, we have leaned heavily on data gathered in our Senior Seminar 
course. The Senior Seminar course has been required for all majors entering after 
Fall, 2006. 

In addition to assessment activities involving TracDat, members ofthe faculty 
meet informally and frequently to discuss their assessment and evaluation of 
student learning. This has been most useful for addressing concerns in a timely 
manner. For example, several professors have been working to increase 
knowledge of APA style writing for our majors. 

1. Course Level Learning Outcomes -

Research Methods Course outcomes: At the end of the course, the student 
should be able to: 

• Demonstrate critical thinking in assessing research methodologies 
and the conclusions presented in psychological research. 

• IdentifY and discuss the uses of the different research methods. 
• Locate relevant research, theory, and information necessary to 

pIan, and interpret results of research studies. 
• AP A paper construction and citation. 
• a to address a psychological question using 

appropriate research methodologies. 
• Demonstrate understanding of AP A guidelines for the ethical 

treatment ofhuman and nonhuman research participants. 



• To un<1en;;tarldll1g of how came to be an 
how it HP.·,wt~''"t'~" itself from 

• dramatically during its early 
v'~'''v" of psychology is far 

over. 
• To encourage a critical and open-minded of psychology~ 

an appreciation of science as a social construction that is constantly 
shifting in focus. 

• To develop an accurate picture of when various psychologists lived, 
schools of thought began, developed, and fell into disuse, and 

which ideas continue to influence contemporary psychology. 
• To understand the major themes in the development of psychology as a 

science, including major theoretical "advances" and historical contexts, 
including the various "Zeitgeisten." 

2. Program Level Learning Outcomes 

a. Students will critically and scientifically examine human behavior, 

social issues, and psychological research. For example, they will 

discriminate between "pop" psychology and scientific psychology. 

b. Students will exhibit a broad knowledge of the field of psychology, 

including major empirical findings, theories, schools ofthought (e.g., 

historical trends), and research methods (including basic statistics). 
c. Student will apply psychological principles to their everyday lives. 

d. Students will effective communicate psychological concepts, theories, 
and principles. 

3. Curriculum Map 

Outcome PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 

150 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Key: 
Introduced 

R=Reinforced 
M=Mastered 

210 

R 
R 
R 
I 

280 410& 
406 

M R 
R,A R 

iR R 
IR !R 

491 & 360& 226 & 325 & 482 
480 365 341 & 331 & 

342 422 
R R R R R,A 
R R R R M,A 
R,A R R tR 
R R R IR A 

outcomes 

PSYC 
DIRECTED 
ELECTIVES 

R 
R 
R 
R 



'"'r""r Seminar course, measurement of course learning 
ce<>m1pmmea through evaluation of classroom discussions and 

tests and Papers). many courses, inadequacies are 
""'"'A,_,, apparent. Frequently this is accomplished 
additional additional explanation and 

outcomes. Measures from these courses are 
used to assess our program 

5. Measurement ofProgram Learning Outcomes 

a. Students will critically and scientifically examine human behavior, 

social issues, and psychological research. For example, they will 

discriminate between "pop" psychology and scientific psychology. 

• Average grade in Research Methods (PSYC 280) 

• Score and percentile rank on ETS Major Field Test 

Measurement and Methodology section 

• Question 3 from student exit survey 

b. Students will exhibit a broad knowledge ofthe field of psychology, 

including major empirical findings, theories, schools ofthought (e.g., 

historical trends), and research methods (including basic statistics). 

• Institutional Score and Percentile from ETS (overall score and 

6 subfields) 

• Question 6 from Student Exit Survey 

c. Student will apply psychological principles to their everyday lives. 

• Internship evaluation 

• Question 7 from Student Exit Survey 

d. Students will effective communicate psychological concepts, theories, 

and principles. 

• Evaluation (average) of two papers in Senior Seminar class 

• Question 14 from Student Exit Survey 

The program 
Mt:~as11rement and Methodology score for 2010. 

It is unclear what precipitated this 
1 was the percentile. The 

about responding to a unsatisfactory 
changes in how the program is 

our 2005 



7. 

allow the program some measure of 
m We use both the Total score 

and measurement of6 assessment f'<>tPa•>r1'"" 

8. Trend Data 
data are not available. Evaluation of the program assessment data 

gathered in these courses serve as measure of overall effectiveness. 

9. and 10. Trend Data for Assessment ofProgram 
Despite a few anomalies (e.g., methodology measure from 2010), 
assessment data have been relatively stable and/or do not reveal an 
increasing or decreasing trend. 

Outcome a. "critically and scientifically examine human behavior, social 
issues and psychological research." 

Percentile scores for the Major Field Test methodology measure 
have been 651

\ sot\ 451h, and 85th for the years 2008-2011, 
respectively. 

Student ratings have been 6.00, 6.15, 6.04, and 5.89 for that time 
period. 

Outcome b. "exhibit a broad knowledge of the field of psychology ... " 

Percentile scores tor the overall score on the Major Field Test 
have been 70th, 70th, 55th, and 75th over the last 4 years. 

Student ratings have been 6.11, 6.46, and 6.26. 

Outcome c.- "apply psychological principles to their everyday and 
professional lives." 

on application of principles have been 6.11, 

6.1 

the program has 
1 



1. General Education Courses: majority ofPsychology courses service the 
rrrt'•<>1",,r University community. 

a. offers a range of courses to meet the Social 
Awareness requirement 

Such courses include: 

PSYC 150 Introductory Psychology PSYC 342 Psychology of Adolescence 
PSYC 226 Lifespan Human Development PSYC 350 Forensic Psychology 
PSYC 241 Exceptional Children PSYC 360 Physiological Psychology 
PSYC 297/397 Independent Study PSYC 365 Sensation and Perception 
PSYC 310 
PSYC 325 
PSYC 326 
PSYC 331 
PSYC 341 

Psychology ofTeaching PSYC 406 Cognitive Psychology 
Social Psycho logy PSYC 410 Behavior Modification 
Industrial/Organizational Psycho logy PSYC 422 Abnormal Psychology 
Psychology of Personality PSYC 430 Interpersonal!Intercult. Perceptions 
Child psychology PSYC 444 Psychology of Gender 

b. Several programs encourage their students to complete Psychology 
courses to meet Social Awareness requirements. The Program has worked 
closely with these programs by offering new courses and scheduling 
courses to avoid course conflicts. 

c. The 

This is exemplified by Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
(PSYC 326). This course is always made available in the late 
afternoon and/or early evening to avoid conflicting with 
Technology students' major coursework. In addition, at the 
request of the Technology College, two new courses (Psychology 
of Gender and Interpersonal/Intercultural Perceptions) were 
offered to help its students obtain Race, Ethnicity, and Gender 
credits. 

is dedicated to offering general education 
uu-. .... " across the and has put effort into 
content available to 

dedication to general education opportunities comes at a 
difficult to provide upper-level 

two reasons. We do not have the resources 
courses we our majors need. Part of this 

rr<>r·1rorr multiple of general education 



·-~,~ .. , memo1ers are to better serve psychology 
education offerings to the University 

community. 

d. In spite of the concern described above, the Psychology program does 
not intend to reduce service to non-majors. Psychology an 
understanding of mental processes and behavior essential for any major. 
The Program is dedicated to improving students' understanding of 
themselves and others. 

K. Degree Program Cost and Productivity: 

Based on the most recent data available (2009-201 0), this is a highly productive 
area of instruction at 845.54 SCH/FTE. On the ranked listing ofSCH/FTE the 
Psychology prefix is ranked I Oth highest. It is also extremely cost effective at 
$151.44/SCH. 

L. Administration Effectiveness 

1. Administrative & Clerical Support: 

Clerical support is limited. The only access the Program has to 
clerical support is via the department head's secretary. Although 
the secretary offers some support to the Program Coordinator, this 
is frequently not enough. The faculty spends a great deal oftime 
away from research and teaching preparation obtaining supplies, 
making copies, and the like. 

o In terms of administrative support, the administration appears to 
understand the importance of research, as it has been supportive of 
the animal laboratory. This support must continue as it provides 
hands-on research opportunities not offered by many other schools 
in the region (i.e., hands-on animal research). However, many on 
the faculty conduct human research but do not have the facilities 

to offer students adequate exposure. 

assumed that hands-on exposure is 
'-'"'"'u'"'"'"' they have obvious 

are typically 



The volunteered for students' research and internship 
ext)osure must be considered. Although is a teaching 
university, time must be allocated to outside-of-the-classroom 
activities. Many places, such as Grand Valley, offer release time 
for research activities, acknowledging the importance of exposing 
students to canned research examples offered in 
the classroom. 

2. Program/Department Efficiency: In general, the Program has been running 
smoothly since its inception. The program and department are run very 
efficiently with the limited resources available. 

3. Course Schedules: So far, scheduling has become more difficult as several 
courses are on an every-other-year rotation. The Program has been required to be 
extremely efficient to provide an array of necessary upper-level courses for our 
majors. The schedules are developed by the Coordinator with faculty 
consultation. 

4. Course Enrollment: One concern is that students need to have more sections 
available. For example, many courses are only offered once a semester or once a 
year. Still other courses are offered only every other year. This might hold 
students back. This is largely driven by the lack of Program. 



A Instructional Environment 

1. Rooms & Teclmology: 

Overall, the classrooms in which the faculty typically teaches are more 
than adequate. These rooms include a computer station and projectors for 
video and computer-aided presentations. In two rooms, the faculty has 
access to a Smart Tablet which allows for drawing and note taking that is 
projected onto the screen (and potentially saved within PowerPoint slides). 
Starr 138, however, is in need of renovation. Introduction to Psychology 
is taught in this room and it provides the first impression to our majors. 
The room eould also make use of a Digital Projector. 

Our current animal laboratory houses pigeons. Although it is small and 
lacking in some equipment (labs always are), it has been very successful. 
Research is being conducted with students; many students request repeat 
exposure to this laboratory experience. This lab must, obviously, continue 
being supported. 

The program has two human research rooms. Unfortunately, we still need 
adequate space and/or equipment for human research. This is particularly 
worrisome as the majority of the faculty has human-based research 
interests (e.g., language, interpersonal relationships, positive psychology, 
etc.) and that many of our students are hoping to obtain work or graduate 
training involving people. 

2. Impact of Facilities: The lack ofhuman research space limits the Program's 
ability to offer its students needed research experience. Many of our students 
apply to graduate programs where research experience with humans would 
enhance their odds ofbeing accepted. Also, given the scientific basis of 
psychology, failure to provide students with research experience eompromises the 
mission ofthe Program and field-see Section 1-A. 

3& & Plans Improvements: 

as as for human is required to provide 
students with experiences that allow them to apply knowledge and gain 

experience to eompete for graduate school admission. 
Additional space to provide these experiences are required if we are to 
continue our level of instruction with an enrollment. This 
seems especially true for a that prides itself in career-based, 



5. Enhancement of Delivery: indicated above, the Psychology 
Program laboratory human research. Arguably, this should not be 
considered an enhancement, but the fulfillment of a basic psychology major 
requirement. One commonly requested course was an Advanced or Applied 
Research Methods course. if we were able to provide this with the limited 
faculty available, there would be no place for them to gain this valuable hands-on 
expenence. 

One very successful activity has been the Program's internship 
opportunities. Since the last review one member of the program has been 
given release time for the coordination of these internships. However, in a 
major with increasing enrollment we must continue to monitor our ability 
to meet student needs in this arena. 

B. Computer Access & Availability 

1. Computing resources: One human research lab contains four desktop 
computers and the other contains three. These computers are in the 
process ofbeing updated. The program also has a laptop computer for 
research use. The laptop needs to be updated to be of use. 

Although the question addresses computers outside faculty offices, it 
should be noted that our full-time adjunct faculty have not had regular 
updates to the computers available to them. The computer in office ASC 
21 0 I is in dire need. 

2. Use of resources: The desktop computers in the human research spaces are 
used to conduct applied social and positive psychology research involving 
students. They have been used regularly over the past two years. The laptop has 
also been used for research purposes. Computer labs are often scheduled for 
courses~ specifically the laboratory component of Cognitive Psychology (PSYC 
407) and Sensation and Perception (PSYC 365). 

3. Adequacy of computer resources: As described above, computer resources are 
fairly adequate at present. An updated laptop for research, and updated office 
computers for full-time adjunct faculty should be pursued. 

have been 

6. Computer Support: 
the 

not to acquire these 

The on-line resources have proved adequate for 
Program. For example, most members of the faculty 

adequate. The computers of 
members 

panel 
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movies. 

3. Overall, the equipment available instruction has been adequate. 

n/a 

5. n/a 

D. Library Resources 

1. Adequacy of Resources: library provides the database PSYCINFO which 
is the faculty and students in a scientist/practitioner field. It 
has regularly updated its offerings by including new electronic resources. 
Most have been met through these resources and others are fulfilled 
through interlibrary loan. 

Overall, FLITE has been receptive to the needs of the Program. 

Instruction: In n"'"'Pi'""' 
faculty and 

instruction. 

and instruction has been adequate. 
been willing to provide and 

appears to be meetrrte. our current 



A. Relationship to FSU Mission: 

The objectives and values of the Psychology Program mesh quite well with the 
Ferris State mission. In particular, the Program's focus on the application of 
psychological principles, including the requirement that students obtain hands-on 
exposure to psychology (either via research or through the human services) meets 
Ferris' career-oriented goal. It is through these experiences (and the basic 
knowledge obtained in classes) that students are prepared for work and/or 
continued education in the field of psychology. (See Section 1, A-5). 

B. Program Visibility & Distinctiveness: 

The most obvious feature that sets Ferris' Psychology Program apart from those 
offered by other institution is the research/internship requirement. Most programs 
make these things an option, but they are not typically an integral part of the 
curriculum. Continued support and development of these options is needed. This 
support should include some recognition ofthe work required to develop and 
maintain these opportunities (e.g., release time). 

C. Program Value: 

Overall, the Psychology program provides an excellent value to the University. 
The Program's enrollment numbers are healthy, it provides a great deal of service 
to the University community, including committee work, general education 
courses (which are typically packed), and a willingness to share its expertise. (Of 
course, its value can also be quantified; see Section 3, J.) 

With the appropriate resources (e.g., faculty lines and human research space), the 
Program could more effectively compete with schools that offer many more 
courses and provide a array of research opportunities. 

D. Enrollment: 

mcrease across 
numbers are healthy 

nnr>PTT\ centers on whether the Program will be 
provided resources additional tenure-track faculty and human research 
space) that allow us to continue to meet the needs of our students. 

Quality, 



rwr,rrr<>n-> has been successful at providing the opportunity for the 
education 
level. Fifty to 

'""j'<)'"' school. 

F. Quality of Curriculum & 

for our to pursue training at the next 
have been admitted into 

Overall, data from the surveys suggest that instruction is more than adequate. In 
particular, alumni, current students, and faculty perceptions suggest that the 
instruction offered to students is consistent with Program goals. 

Overall, the questionnaire data and advisory board feedback are also supportive of 
the Program's curriculum. However, limitations were noted. First, the survey 
data suggest that more courses are needed, both in terms of variety and frequency. 
Related to this is the need for additional faculty. Second, human research space is 
inadequate. 

G. Composition & Quality of Faculty: 

The Program currently has a faculty that covers most ofthe necessary core and 
applied areas of psychology. The tenure-track members ofthe faculty have the 
necessary degrees and are actively involved in their respective fields. It is hoped 
that the Program will soon be given the opportunity to hire at least one new 
faculty member. It should be noted that we have one less tenured/tenure-track 
faculty member than in our last review. 



A. Program Check Sheet 

B. Syllabi 

C. Surveys 

1. Graduate Follow-Up Survey 

2. Exit Survey (titled Current Student Survey) 

3. Faculty Survey 

D. TracDat 4-column report 



ID: Name: 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 

PSYCHOLOGY 
FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: Dr. Janice Weaver 
OFFICE: ASC 2098 PHONE: (231) 591-3597 E-MAIL: weaverja@ferris.edu 

Admission requirements: First year student admission is open to high school graduates (or equivalent) who demonstrate appropriate academic 
preparedness, maturity and seriousness of purpose. High school courses and grade point average, ACT composite score, and ACT Mathematics and 
Reading sub swres will be considered in the admission and course placement process. Transfer students must have at least 12 credits at the time of 
application with a minimum 2.0 overall GPA including an English and mathematics course or they will be considered as first year students. 

Graduation Requirements: 
I. 2.3 CUMULATIVE grade point average in all courses. 
2. A minimum 2.5 GPA in the psychology courses with no grade lower than a ·-c'" in the major 
3. 120 minimum semester credits including general education requirements. 
4. Residency requirement: 30 minimum FSU semester credits. I 
5. Minimum of 40 credits numbered 300 or higher. Number of300+ Credits: _ _ _ 

PSYC 480 or 
PSYC 491 
PSYC 360 or 
PSYC 365 
PSYC 226 or 
PSYC 341 or 
PSYC 342 
PSYC 325 or 
PSYC 331 or 
PSYC 422 
PSYC 482 

Lifespan Human Development (F) 
Child Psychology (F/Sp) 
Adolescent ""''""'"''r'o" 
Social Psychology (F/Sp) 
Psychology of Personality (F) 
Abnormal 
Senior Seminar (Sp) (PSYC 150, Sr. standing or consent of instructor) 

.\l:\ .1<}1{ IHIH:C I'EI> ELECTIVES - 1:' C RF.IHTS (appropriate l'uur'c \\ork to he appro1nl h~ ;uh i'ur) 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

llll ' IIVI·S m.r ~ he Lht>sl·nlrPmlhc crlc~•IIIL'' .ll1o\c 1r11Liudrn:,! .> .rddltrnna l LIL'd rh oii'\YC -lXII). Sl ll Y '1" . \(.\\I' ~Ill or lrom 
lite lollm1 111 1,: Lollrs<.'s 

PSYC 241 or Exceptional Child (F) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 310 or Educational Psychology (F!..Sp) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 326 or Industrial/Organizational Psychology (variable) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 345 or Psychology of Death and Dying (PSYC 150, or consent of instructor) 
PSYC 350 or Introduction to Forensic Psychology (F-EO Y) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 415 or Measurement and Assessment in Psyc. (EOY) (PSYC 210 and PSYC 3 10, 326, 331 , or 422) 
PSYC 430 or Interpersonal/Cultural Perspective (EOY) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 444 or Psychology of Gender (EO Y) (PSYC 150) 
PSYC 472 or History & Systems of Psychology (var.) (PSYC 150, Jr. Standing or consent of instructor) 
PSYC 478 or Guided Research with Animals** (PSYC 280, Jr. Standing or consent of instructor) 
PSYC varies Independent Study in Psychology* * (PSYC 150) 

3 
3 
.... 
.) 

3 

I .... 
.) 

**This course can be taken for a second time for a total of 6 credits or one of each may be taken for a total of 6 credits. No 
combination of PSY 478 and/or independent study can account for more than 6 credits of major directed electives. 4 :J_.. 

I 



* F fall, Sp spring, Su summer, EOY every other year. & mriah/e no set semester. These are semesters when the 
associated course is typically ofTered. You should confer with your advisor to verify when each course is offered during a 
specific academic year. 

MINOR OR EQUIVALENT -18 CREDITS MINIMUM (As approved by advisor) 

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Courses which qualify in the Scientific Understanding (Z), Cultural Enrichment (C) and Social Awareness 
(S) categories are delineated in the General Education section of the FSU electronic catalog: 

http://www.ferris.edu/htmls/academics/gened/courses.html 

I. GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS D. CULTURAL ENRICHMENT 9 SemCredifs.z··.·••· 
A •. COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE. 12 Sem Credits: Only approved "C'' courses may count toward this category. 

Course Grade Credits 

ENGL 150 3 

ENGL 250 3 

Requirements: ! ) one course must be 200+ level, 2) maximum 5 
credit hours of music and/or theater activities may apply 

Course Grade Credits 

ENGL 311 or 321 or 323 or 325 3 
200+ level 

COMM 105 
COMM 121 3 
COMM221 

TOTAL 
B~ SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING 1 Sem Credits TOTAL 
Only approved "Z" courses may count toward this category (one E. SOCIALAWARENESS · 3 Sem Credits 
must be a lab) Since 4 credits are required in the major only 3 
remain for General Education Electives 

Second Subject Area 

Course Grade Credits F: GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS '· . 

(BIOL 101 recommended) 4 

(BIOL I 09 recommended) 4 

TOTAL 

Each student must complete one course from the list of 
qualifying courses presented in the FSU catalog. This 
course may also count toward fulfilling the Cultural 
Enrichment or Social Awareness requirement. 

C. QUANTITATIVE SKILLS · ... · Course: (ANTH 122 recommended) 
This requirement can be fulfilled by ONE of the following options: 

CHECK Course Grade Credits 
MATH 115 or higher or 

MATH 115 or higher proficiency or 3 

G. RACE/ETHNICITY/GENDER .· :. 

Each student must complete one course from the list of 
qualifying courses presented in the FSU catalog. This 
course may also count toward fulfilling the Cultural 

MATH ACT subtest score 2: 24 Score Enrichment or Social Awareness requirement. 

TOTAL Course: (Circle one) PSYC 150,331,342,422,430 or444 

Sample Course Sequence: The t(Jllowmg chart depicts one strategy to begin program requirements. In order to complete this program in a four year plan. students 
must average !5 IIi credit hours per semester Students MlSr consult the1r faculty advisor to develop a course sequence plan appropriate to their academic 
development and educational plans 
FIRST \EAR 
Fall Semester 
ENG 150 
BIOL l 0 I or Biology Elective 
MATH (by placement) 
PSYC 150 
COMM 

3 
4 
3 
3 

16 

Spring Semester 
Cultural Enrichment elective 
BIOL 109 (recommended) 
PSYC elective 
ANTH 122 (recommended) 
Cultural Enrichment Elective 

3 
4 
3 
3 
3 

16 

to the after an interrupted enrollment (not including summer semester) must normally meet the requirements of 
the curriculum \>hich are in effect at the time of their return. not the which were in effect \\hen adrnit!ed. 

J \STUDENT AFFAIRSISTUDENT AFFAIRS CHECKSHEETS\AUDITS2011\PSYC.DOCX REVISED EFFECTIVE FALL 2011 



PSYC 280: Research Methods 
Spring 2011 

Ferris State University 

Professor: Christopher Redker, Ph.D. 
Office: ASC 21 03 
Office Phone: 591 -
E-mail: redkerc@ferris.edu 
Office Hours: M & W 4:30 5:45 pm 
Class Time: M & W 3:00-4:15 pm (Starr Educational Center 232) 
Section: 001 
Credit Hours: 3 

Pre-Requisites: PSYC 150 & PSYC 210 (or STQM 260) 

Required text: Smith, R.A & Davis, S.F. (2010). The Psychologist as Detective: An 
Introduction to Conducting Research in Psychology (5th ed.). Upper Saddle River, New 
Jersey: Prentice HalL 

Optional: American Psychological Association. (2009). Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association. (6th ed.). Washington, DC: Author. 

Publisher's website: http://wps.ablongman.com/ab researchmethods_studysite 11 
Use the textbook publisher's study website for practice tests, review exercises and 
finding additional information about topics we are discussing in class. 

Course description: This class introduces psychological research design and the 
collection of meaningful evidence. We will cover experimental, quasi experimentaL 
correlational, and descriptive designs, as well as various methods of data collection. 
Additionally, we will explore the advantages, disadvantages and ethical implications of 
each method. Each student will prepare an AP A-style research proposal as a final project. 

Course outcomes: At the end of the course, the student should be able to: 
1. Demonstrate critical thinking in research methodologies and the 

conclusions pn~se1ntea 
2. IdentifY methods. 
3. to plan, conduct, and 

4. for paper and citation. 
5. Design a study to address a psychological question using appropriate research 

methodologies. 
6. Demonstrate understanding guidelines the ethical treatment ofhuman 

and nonhuman r""'"!:l'~" 



Course website: I will use to post grades, announcements, the syllabus, 
exam infonnation and assignment infonnation. 

Format: Class sessions of a combination of lectures and Please 
note that the following schedule outlined in this syllabus is subject to change. Any 
changes will be made in class and the studellt is personally responsible for all materials 
alld announceme11ts in class whether he/she is there or not. 

Class attendance: Attendance in this class does not count toward your grade. However, 
the nature of this course really demands regular attendance. Please do not ask me to 
review infonnation from a class that you have missed. Keep in mind that your assessment 
of your peers' presentations (which obviously requires your attendance) does count 
toward your grade in this course. 

Exams: There will be 5 exams and only 4 out of the 5 will count toward your final grade 
(i.e., the lowest score is dropped). If you miss any exam for any reason (i.e. you were out 
of town, illness, death in the family, you were too hung-over to get out ofbed, etc.), that 
will be the exam score that will be dropped. No makeup exams will be given. This also 
means that I will not give exams early if you cannot make a scheduled exam. I feel that 
this is ultimately a very fair method of dealing with missed exams because 1) you have 
great flexibility (i.e., you can miss an exam with no consequences to you); and 2) the 
system rewards students who take every exam by putting less pressure on them for each 
one (because the lowest score will be dropped). In addition, those students who take the 
frrst 4 exams are rewarded with the opportunity to skip the final exam if they so choose, 
or take it in an attempt to improve their score. Note: It is highly inadvisable to skip an 
exam simply because you don't feel prepared or you don't feel like taking it. If for some 
reason you get sick or something else causes you to miss another exam at a later time, 
you are then in a very unfavorable position. 

Homework assignments: Details about each assignment will be located on 
FerrisConnect (or distributed in class) . .. be sure to make note of them! 

Research proposal: You will propose a research project (using APA fonnat) including a 
title page, an abstract, an introduction section, a method section, and a reference section. 
You will not conducting ! You are just proposing a research study. We 
will be assignment throughout the semester. You will also be required to 

of your is considered to be your capstone project 
~~ ~ ~m 

Class grade: for this course will be on proposal, 
proposal presentation, 4 highest exam scores, 3 homework assignments, and evaluations 
of the presentations by your manuscript is worth 25%, the proposal 
presentation is worth each exam each homework assignment is worth 

and I believe that your 
it to 



fellow Thus, your letter each will be detennined in the following 
the highest exam score obtained by a student the class will be the reference score for 
grading on that exam. The student(s) with the highest score a grade of 100%. 
All other students will receive a percentage grade based upon this highest score. After 
computing a total score based on your perfonnance on the exams and the assignments, 
your grade will be based on the following scale: 

94% and above A, 90-93% A-, 87-89% B+, 83-86% B, 80-82% B-, 
77-79% 73-76% C, 70-72% C-, 67-69% D+, 63-66% D, 60-62% D-, 
59% or below E 

Academic misconduct: Academic misconduct refers to dishonesty or misrepresentation 
with respect to assignments, tests, quizzes, written work, oral presentations, class 
projects, internship experience, or computer usage; violation of computer licenses, 
programs, or data bases; or unauthorized acquisition or distribution of tests or other 
academic material belonging to someone else. It includes such behaviors as cheating, 
copying materials from the internet without documentation, presenting another person's 
ideas or work as your own, taking someone else's exam for them, violating computer 
software licenses or program/data ownership, etc. If you are uncertain about whether a 
particular behavior might represent academic misconduct, be sure to ask your professor 
for clarification. Penalties for academic misconduct can include failure of the 
exam/assignment or course and/or disciplinary action up to and including probation or 
dismissal from the University. During an exam, please do not have anything else besides 
your writing utensil on your desk. Have everything else (i.e., paper, books, headphones, 
etc) placed below your seat. 

Disability services: FSU adheres to the requirements ofthe Americans with Disabilities 
Act. If you are a student with a documented disability who will require accommodations, 
contact the Disabilities Services at (231) 591-3057 to detennine eligibility. Any student 
registered with Disabilities Services should contact me as soon as possible for assistance 
in developing a plan to address your academic needs in this course. 



COURSE OUTLINE 

Jan. 10 Course Overview 

Jan. 12 I Scieuce of Psychology 

Jan. 17 

Jan. 19 2 Geuerating Research Ideas 

Jan. 24 2 Ethics 

Jan. 26 exam #1 

Jan. 31 3 Non-Experimental Designs 

Feb. 2 4 Non-Experimental Designs 

Feb. 7 6 Basics ofExperimeutation I (Variables) 

Feb. 9 7 Basics of Experimeutation II (Participant 
& Experimenter) 

Feb. 14 exam#2 

Feb. 16 Library Research 

Feb. 21 8 Internal and External Validity 
*ASSIGNMENT 1 DUE 

Feb. 9 Using Statistics 

Feb. 9 Statistics 

Mar. 2 exam #3 

Mar. 14 14 APA Format & 

Mar. 16 14 APAFormat& 

Mar. 10 



Mar. 11 
*ASSIGNMENT 2 DUE 

Mar. 28 12 with Multiple IV's 

Mar. 30 13 Alternative Research Designs 
*ASSIGNMENT 3 DUE 

Apr. 4 exam #4 

Apr. 6 Consultation Day 

Apr. 11 Presentations (Group 1) 

Apr. 13 Presentations (Group 2) 

Apr. 18 Presentations (Group 3) 

Apr. 20 Presentations (Group 4) 

Apr. 25 Presentations (Group 5) 

Apr. 27 Presentations (Group 6) 

Tuesday, May 3 2:00pm exam #5 and proposal due 



HISTORY & SYSTEMS OF MODERN PSYCHOLOGY 

STR 122 

JANICE WEAVER, PH.D. 
OFFICE ARTS AND COMMONS 

OFFICE HOURS: MONDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS 11-12; TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS 3-4 OR BY APPOINTMENT 

E-Mail:~~~"='~~~~ 
OFFICE PHONE: 591-3597 

Course Description 
• This course will cover the history of psychology and the development of various systems of thought within 

psychology. More specifically, this course will investigate the major theories that significantly influenced the 
development of psychology, the lives of those who developed these theories, and the influence of the social 
and intellectual environment (i.e., die throughout psychology's history (including today). 

Prerequisites 
• PSYC 280 or Instructor Permission 
• Junior Standing in Psychology 

Course Objectives 
• To develop a basic understanding of how psychology came to be an independent area of research and how 

it differentiates itself from other areas of scientific investigation. 
• To see how the focus of psychology shifted dramatically during its early development and to make clear 

that the evolution of psychology is far from over. 
• To encourage a critical and open-minded examination of psychology- an appreciation of science as a 

social construction that is constantly shifting in focus. 
• To develop an accurate picture of when various psychologists lived, when schools of thought began, 

developed, and fell into disuse, and which ideas continue to influence contemporary psychology. 
• To understand the major themes in the development of psychology as a science, including major theoretical 

"advances" and historical contexts, including the various "Zeitgeisten." 

Required Reading 
• Schultz, D. P. & Schultz, E. S. (2008). A 

Wadsworth. 

Student Evaluation: 
• Exams 

of modern p.<,ychology (91
h Ed.). Belmont, CA: Thompson-

I~ 

that you relate new to 
knowledge will he 



• In-Class Discussions 
Although the 

"'"'PV'-'i or students are expected to 
conrse coverage. 

Approximately 4 participation for every planned discussion. Although this is 
inherently to the orc•tessor will be as objective as and err on the 

of the student 

Participation is defined as the of a relatively original idea, opinion, or personal experience that 
is related to the materiaL It must be more than a brief response to a question (e.g., more than a 

or "no" answer) and evidence some understanding of the reading. 

• Paper #I 
Details concerning the subject matter and format of this paper will be distributed in a future class. This 
paper will count for 50 points of your final grade. 

• Paper# 2 
Details concerning the subject matter and format of this paper will be distributed in a future class. This 
paper will count for 100 points of your final grade. 

General Information on Paper assignments 
• These written assignments require that you tap sources beyond the assigned text. The 

number required will be indicated in the particular assignment (Note that the assigned 
text typically has reference lists from which you can draw these sonrces.) 

• The paper must be written inAPA fOrmat. Failure to conform to these formatting 
guidelines will result in a loss of points. Both grammar & spelling will be evaluated 
as well as the content (although content is weighted most heavily). The language used 
should be formal. That is, you should avoid writing like you talk (e.g., do not use 
contractions). 

• Retain a computer-dated copy of your vvork (e.g., keep it on a disk or on your 
computer). Multiple back-ups are recommended. 

Class Policies 
• Late assignments are penalized I 0% for each weekday they are not turned in. 
• During class, students may be asked to change seats, remove hats, remain in the room-anything to maintain 

the integrity of the Cell phones should remain off and messages unchecked (including text messages). 
• Excessive talking in class (i.e., student-to-student conversations during lecture/discussion, off-topic comments) 

is not permitted. If you can't manage your own behavior, grow up. 
• If adjustments are made to the distribution, they will be made only for the entire not individual 

students. For not be to because a student is "so close. 
• to their 

• 
• scores! 

• 



Grading & Point Distribution 
Grading Scale Point Distribution Record Scores Here 

1100 - 93% lA 1[ IE am I l10o 'Jl 
I 92 - 90% - Exam U 100 fi 
89 - 87% fB+ I Examm 100 r I 

86 83% B n n I 
82 - 80% ~nPap r # J 50 I I 
79 77% IC+ Paper #2 J10o I 

J 76 - 73% c Other potential a . . ignm nts r· r ' 

1172 - 70% J C- Cl 
)69 - 67% ID+ [ 1 Di cus ion Point j 100 r 
j66 - 6_3% lo n I r 
I 62 60% JD-"0 l[IJl'~ I~! c --

* Thzs poznt total/percentage should be conszdered tentatzve 
(e.g., additional assignments are possible, discussion pts. are variable) 

Special Accommodations 
* Students with a documented disability (physical, learning, mental, emotional) requiring a classroom 

accommodation should contact the Disabilities Services Office, located in the Starr Building 313, x. 3057. 

Syllabus Caveat 
* This syllabus (and, therefore, class) may be modified at any time at the professor's discretion (e.g., additional 

assignments, additional discussions, schedule changes, etc.). However, to be fair to students, the professor 
will try to make changes in ways that do not drastically modifY the nature of the course or the scheduled 
assignments. 



Tentative Course Outline 
1 [~ II((' I '.ru, l1in'fta!t. I~ = -

- -"' "" I I 
10 I Lntroduction to Course I 

12 1 Rese-arch Meahods I _S ~ S._QI. 1 I 

17 i\1/anin Ltuher King Day No class 

. 19 1 ~cien t ific_ & Philosophical ~re~ursors S & S, 01.2 

I~: I Physiolo~y~~ ~sr_cholotrr_ 'S & S. Ch. 3 

131 I Besionings of Psychology II s & S, Ch. 4 

12 I 
=""= 

H 

7 1 Strucrurali!im s & s, Ch. 5 
9 .. 
14 TBD 

.. rs & s. Ch. 6 16 Precursor~; of Functionali:O."Ul 

121 ~ .. 
123 I Functionalism I c.'h. 7 
I 28 " I 
. I~ I I - -1

12 1 .. Applie-d'' Psychology J s & s._ Cb. s 
117 I Spring Break I No clas. I 

I ~0 11 Spling Bre~ I No class 

t" 
1114 j Antecedents of Behaviorism j S & S, Cb. 9 

,16 J Development of Behaviorism 1 S & S. Cil. I 0 ... I Contemporary Behaviorism Is &S, Ch. II 21 

In ! - " : - = 28 TBD I 

30 TBD I 

~ oo:_ ..., 
. 

-S&S,Ch. l3 
. 

4 Freud's Psychoanalysis 

! ~1 
,, 

j Personality after Freud S & S, C11 . 14 

13 " 

118 Contemporary Psychology 1 S & S, Ch. 15 
20 .. 
25 jTBO l 

1 27 I Overall Discussion 

r L cd. Mn 4 @, 4:00- : 0 



This survey is designed to assess the overall effectiveness of the Psychology Program at Ferris State University. As a 
Ferris Psychology Program graduate, you are in a unique position to help review the Psychology Program by offering your 
teed back. 

Please note that the survey is made up of two parts. Part 1 is designed for those former students who have or are attending 
a graduate/professional program. If this is true for you, please only complete those sections labeled Part 1 and do not 
complete any portion of Part 2. Part 2 is designed to obtain feedback from former students who are or have been in the 
workforce. If you have had post-graduation experience in both the workforce and graduate/professional training, please 
complete only Part I. 

Your answers to the following survey items are very important to this process. Please respond to each item honestly. 
Anonymity is maintained. 

ATTITUDE/PERCEPTION ITEMS 

Directions. For each of the following items, please indicate the most accurate response by circling the appropriate number. 
Use the following scale. 

1------------------2------------------3------------------4------------------5-------------- ----6------------------7 
Strongly Disagree Slightly Neither Agree Slightly Agree Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Nor Disagree Agree Agree 

1. Overall, the Psychology Program at Ferris prepared me well for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
graduate/professional study. 

2. Based on my experience with graduate/professional study so far, the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ferris Psychology professors are up-to-date in their knowledge of 
Psychology. 

3. The Program offered me good advising and guidance concerning 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
graduate/professional school. 

4 . The Psychology Program offered an adequate range of psychology courses. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. The Psychology Program adequately prepared me for the subject test of I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
the Graduate Records Examination (GRE). 

6. The Psychology Program exposed me to the necessary concepts and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
theories of psychology. 

7. TI1e Psychology Program prepared me to use information resources 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
and find answers on my own as needed in graduate/professional school. 

8. The Program prepared me to tolerate the ambiguity associated with I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
the complexities ofhuman psychology. 

9. The Program prepared me to use the scientific method when dealing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with problems and/or looking for answers. 

10. The Psychology Program prepared me to communicate in a clear and I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
organized manner. 

1------------------2------------------3------------------4------------------5------------------6------------------7 
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly 



Disagree Nor Disagree Agree 

11. The Psychology Program provided me with the critical thinking 1 2 3 4 5 6 
necessary for post-undergraduate education. 

12. The research and internship opportunities were beneficial to my 1 2 3 4 5 6 
graduate/professional studies. 

13. The Psychology Program prepared me to examine social issues 1 2 3 4 5 6 
objectively and scientifically. 

14. The Program prepared me to understand problems and look for answers 1 2 3 4 5 6 
via the scientific method. 

15. Overall, the Program has helped prepare me to acquire knowledge at the 1 2 3 4 5 6 
graduate/professional level. 

I. Whal type of gradual prole. ion a I pr gram arc you in ? M.A. or M.S. Pr gram PILD. Program 
(Circle on .) 

F..d.D. Pr gram Psy. D. Program 

Law chool 

Oilier: 

Plt:ase specifY which area: 

2. Do you ha c addit.iona l plan. for graduate/profe. : i nal education'. l f so, describe brien . 

re u >r ha e ou been funded or a~ islcd b. wa 
fan o f the ollowing·. ( irc/c all thai app~v. 

4. What are your profussional plan. f( llo\\ 'ng ur 
gradual proli sional studies'! ( ircle on .) 

R search Tea hing · istanl hjp 

ant 

Human 

cademics (e.g. tea hing and/or ba. ic research) 

p lied re. •ar h ( .g .. g v mmen t, u·ines., lc .) 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 



1. What courses, were missim> from the 10logy i'IVJ:;IaHl 

curriculum wheu you were at Ferris? 

2. What Psychology courses ami/or experieuces at Ferris did 
you find most useful for graduate school/professional training? 
Explain why. 

3. Include here any miscellaneous. constructive remarks 
regarding the Psychology Program. For t>YamniP what did you 
like about the Psychology Piu~:;uuu What did you not like? Etc. 



ATTITUDE/PERCEPTION ITEMS 

Directions. For each of the following items, please indicate the most accurate response by circling the appropriate number. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Use the following scale. For example, if you agree with a statement, but do not strongly agree, you migbt 
circle 5 or 6. 

1------------------2------------------3 ------------------4--------------- ---5----------------- -6-----------------7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

The Program offered good advising and guidance concerning 
work/careers related to psychology. 

The Psychology Program offered an adequate range of psychology courses. 

The Psychology Program exposed me to the necessary concepts and 
theories of psychology. 

The scientific approach taken by the Program has prepared me to 
effectively analyze and gather information for work-related problems. 

The Psychology Program prepared me to communicate in a clear an.d 
organized manner. 

The Psychology Program provided me with the critical thinking 
necessary for successful problem-solving. 

The Program 's research and internship opportunities have been helpful 
with my work/career. 

The Program prepared me to understand problems and look for answers 
via the scientific method. 

The Psychology Program prepared me to learn what I needed to learn for 
my current position. 

The Psychology Program prepared me to work effectively with others. 

The Psychology Program prepared me to understand and appreciate 
diversity in the workplace. 

Overall, the coursework offered by the Psychology Program prepares 
students for work in a variety of settings. 

Overall , the Psychology Program prepared me well for the job market. 

I 2 

I 2 

1 2 

I 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

" 4 .) 

3 4 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 



1. What is your current 'annlicllhl, 
rr 

2. What other jobs have you held since graduating 
from Ferris? 

4. Are you considering graduate/professional training? 
If so, what type of program? ~asters Program Doctoral Program 

Law School Other: 

In which specific area(s) do you piau to study? 

5. What are your ultimate career/professional goals? 



1. What courses, were from the t's;rcnotc~gy Pn>or"m 

curriculum when you were at Ferris? 

2. What Psychology courses and/or experiences have you found 
most useful? Explain why. 

3. Include here any 
regarding the 
like about the 

,,.._,.,II,:ur~cvu", constructive remarks 
For example, what did you 
What did you like? Etc. 



1l1is survey is designed to assess the overall effectiveness of the Psychology Program at Ferris State University. As a 
current student, you are in a unique position to help review the Psychology Program by offering your feedback. 

Your answers to the following survey items are very important to this process. Please respond to each item honestly. The 
data you provide are completely anonymous. 

Directions. For each of the following items, please indicate the most accurate response by circling the appropriate number. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Use the following scale. For example, if you agree with a statement, but do not strongly agree, you might 
circle 5 or 6. 

1------------------2------------------3------------------4------------------5------------------6------- -----------7 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree 

The Psychology Program encourages students to understand and 
appreciate diversity. 

The professors of the Psychology Program are up-to-date in their 
knowledge of psychology. 

The Psychology Program prepares students to critically examine human 
behavior. 

The Psychology Program offers an adequate range of psychology courses. 

I am prepared to examine social issues objectively and scientifically. 

The Psychology Program exposes students to the necessary concepts 
and theories of psychology. 

Because of the Psychology Program, I am able to apply psychological 
principles to myself and others. 

I have received good advising and guidance as a Psychology student. 

The Psychology Program taught me to use information resources and 
find answers to my own questions. 

I am able to tolerate the ambiguity associated with the complexities of 
human psychology. 

I am prepared to use the scientific method when dealing with problems 
and/or looking for answers. 

The Psychology Program has prepared me for graduate school. 

The Psychology Program has prepared me for the job market. 

I am able to communicate ideas in a clear and organized manner. 

&3 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

I 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

I 2 

1 2 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 



1. What is your current status? (Circle one.) Freshman Sophomore 

2. Did you transfer from another university/college? Yes 

Did you transfer from a community college? Yes 

If yes, did you transfer with the intention of joining Yes 
the Psychology Program? 

3. Did you transfer from another FSU program? Yes 

If yes, please indicate the program: 

4. What are your plans following graduation? Masters Program 

Law School 

Other: 

If you indicated graduate studies, please specify which area: 

If you indicated entering the job market, 
please indicate the job: 

l . If you believe that the Psychology Program should 
offer additional courses, what should those courses be? 

2. Include here any miscellaneous, constructive remarks 
regarding the Psychology Program. 

Pt:RCFP.IlO~~ 

Junior Senior 

No 

No (Circle one.) 

No 

No (Circle one.) 

Doctoral Program 
(Circle one.) 

Job Market 



This survey is designed to assess the overall effectiveness of the Psychology Program at Ferris State University. As a 
member of the Psychology faculty, you are in a unique position to help review the Psychology Program by offering your 
feedback. 

Your answers to the following survey items are very important to this process. Please respond to each item honestly. The 
data you provide are completely anonymous. 

Directions. For each of the following items, please indicate the most accurate response by circling the appropriate number. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I I. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Use the following scale. For example, if you agree with a statement, but do not strongly agree, you might 
circle 5 or 6. 

1------------------2------------------3------------------4------------------5------------------6-------------- ----7 
Strongly Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Nor Disagree Agree 

The Psychology Program encourages students to understand and l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
appreciate diversity. 

The professors of the Psychology Program are up-to-date in their 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
knowledge of psychology. 

The Psychology Program prepares students to critically examine human I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
behavior. 

The Psychology Program offers an adequate range of psychology courses. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The Psychology program prepares students to examine social issues I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
objectively and scientifically. 

The Psychology Program exposes students to the necessary concepts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
and theories of psychology. 

Because of the Psychology Program, students are able to apply I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
psychological principles to themselves and others. 

The Program offers good advising and guidance. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The Psychology Program teaching students to use information resources I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
and find answers on their own. 

The Program teaches students to tolerate the ambiguity associated with 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
the complexities of human psychology. 

Psychology majors are prepared to use the scientific method when dealing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with problems and/or looking for answers. 

The Psychology Program prepares students tor graduate school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The Psychology Program prepares students for the job market. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Psychology students are taught to communicate their ideas in a clear and I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
organized manner. 



Directions. For each of the LV<Lv•~w'" to which you feel the Fenis State University 
Psychology Prr>ar<>,m OS'vCI1cOl<)£V programs in each of the 
Use the Ps'vch.olc>!!:v Program compares 

circle 5 or 6. 

In each case, you are your 

1------------------2------------------3------------------4-----------------5------------------6------------------7 

1 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Compares 
Unfuvorably 

Research space & equipment 

Teaching load 

Advising load 

Seems About The 
Same as Most 

Number of courses available for psychology majors 

Class size 

Research opportunities for students 

Internship/practicum opportllllities for students 

1. If you believe that the Psychology Program should 
offer additional courses, what should those courses be? Why? 
Should any current courses be removed or replaced? Again, why? 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

I 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

Compares Very 
Favorably 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 

4 5 6 7 



2. "'"'';u"'ucvu,, constructive remarks 
Include here comments 



**Unit Assessment Report - Four Column 

Ferris State University 

Program - Psychology (B.S.) 
Advisory Board/Committee Less than once every two years 

Meetings: 
Next FSU Academic 2011-2012 

Program Review: 
College: CAS 

Means of Assessment & Criteria for 
Outcomes Success I Tasks 

Program - Psychology (B.S.)- Outcome #1 Assessment Method: 
- Students will critically and scientifically Average grade in PSYC 280 
!examine human behavior, social issues and Assessment Method Category : 
psychological research. For example, they Data Analysis 
!will discriminate between ?pop? psychology Criterion for Success: 
and scientific psychology. Average equal to or above 75% 

Start Date: Assessment Method: 
04/09/2009 ETS Major Field Exam - PSYC 482 -
End Date: Measurement and Methodology score and 
04109/2012 percentile 
Outcome Status: Assessment Method Category : 
!Active Test- External- Post or Pre/Post 

Criterion for Success: 
Percentile equal to or above 50 

~ 

Results 

08/08/2011 - 2011 -Measurement and 
Methodology 64 (85th percentile) 

C lassiflcatlon: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 - No Action Required 

08/08/2010- Measurement and Methodology 53 
(45th percentile) 
Classification : 
Criterion Not Met 
Action: 
2 - Pending Action 

06/09/2009- ETS Field Exam Results- Spring 08 
- Measurement and Methodology - 59 (65th 
percentile) 

Spring 09: 
6. Measurement and Methodology - 63 (BOth 
percentile) 

Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 

JB/15/2011 3:00 PM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. 

Action & Follow-Up 

Page 1 of 6 



Outcomes 
Means of Assessment & Criteria for 

Results I Action & FoUow-Up 
Success I Tasks 

1 - No Action Required 

Assessment Method: 07/26/2011 -Current Student Survey Question #3, 
Item 3 from Student Exit Sur.~ey "The Psychology Program prepares students to 
Assessment Method Category: critically examine human behavior.· 
Survey - Students 2008- average of 6.000 out of 7 (standard 
Criterion for Success: dev!ation=1 .237, N=18) 
Average above 5 on the 1-7 scale 2009- average of 6.154 out of 7 (standard 

devlation=1 .068, N=13) 
2010- average of 6.043 out of 7 (standard 
devlatlon=O. 767. N=23) 
2011 - average of 5.895 out of 7 (standard 
devlatlon=1 .049, N=19) 
C lasslflcatlon: 
Criterion Met 
Action : 
1 - No Action Required 

Program- Psychology (B.S.) - Outcome #2 Assessment Method: 08/08/2011 -2010 ETS Field Test- Total= 162 
- Student will exhibit a broad knowledge of ETS Major Field Exam - Overall score and 6 (75th percentile) 
the field of psychology, including major subfields 1. Thin king and Memory = 57 (80th percentile) 
empirical findings, theories, schools of Assessment Method Category: 2. Sensory and Physiological = 42 (60th 
thought (e.g. historical trends), and Test - External - Post or Pre/Post percentile) 
research methods (including statistics) . Criterion for Success: 3. Developmental= 46 (40th percentile) 
Start Date: at or above 50th percentile 4. Clinical and Abnormal= 67 (50th percentile) 
04/09/2009 5. Social = 70 (80th percentile) 
End Date: 6. Measurement and Methodology = 64 (85th 

I 04/09/2012 percentile) 
Outcome Status : Classification: 
!Active Criterion Met 

Action: 

~ 
1 -No Action Required 

08/08/201 0 - 201 0 ETS Field Test - Total = 158 
(55th percentile) 
1. Thinking and Memory = 4 7 (40th percentile) 
2. Sensory and Physiological = 40 (55th 
percentile) 
3. Developmental = 45 (40th percentile) 
4. Clinical and Abnormal= 70 (70th percentile) 
5. Social= 66 (60th percentile) 

)8/15/2011 3:00 PM Generated by TracDat a product of Nuventive. Page 2 of 6 



Means of Assessment & Criteria for Results Action & Follow-Up 
O~tcomes Success 1 Tasks ----- ------ ----1 

6. Measurement and Methodology = 53 (45th 

~ 

JB/15/2011 3:00 PM 

Assessment Method: 
Question 6 from student exit survey 
Assessment Method Category: 
Survey- Graduate (Current Year) 
Criterion for Success: 
Average above 5 on 1-7 scale 

percentile) 
C lassiflcation: 
Inconclusive 
Action: 
1 - No Action Required 

08/08/2009- ETS Field Test Results Spring 09: 
Total - 161 (70th percentile) 1. Memory and 
Thinking- 51 (55th percentile) 2. Sensation and 
Physiology- 45 (75th percentile) 3. Developmental 
-51 (60th percentile) 4. Clinical and Abnormal- 66 
(45th percentile) 5. Social- 64 (55th percentile) 6. 
Measurement and Methodology - 63 (80th 
percentile) 
Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 - No Action Required 

08/08/2008 - ETS Field Exam Results - Spring 08 
- TOTAL 162 (70th Percentile). Results broken 
down as follows: 1. Memory and Thinking - 57 
(80th percentile) 2. Sensation and Physiology- 43 
(70th percentile) 3. Developmental- 53 (75th 
percentile) 4 . Clinical and Abnormal- 72 (75th 
percentile) 5. Social- 64 (55th percentile) 6. 
Measurement and Methodology - 59 (65th 
percentile) 
Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 - No Action Required 

07/26/2011 -Current Student Perspectives 
Question #6, "The psychology program exposes 
students to the necessary concepts and theories 
of psychology." 
2008- average of 6.11 1 out of 7 (standard 
deviation=0.832, N=18) 
2009- average of 6.461 out of 7 (standard 
deviation=0.660, N=13) 
2010- average of 6.217 out of 7 (standard 
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deviation=0.736, N=23) 
2011 -average of 6.263 out of 7 (standard 
deviatlon=-0.806, N=19) 
Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 - No Action Required 

Program- Psychology (B.S.)- Outcome #3 Assessment Method: 
Students will apply psychological Internship Evaluation 

principles to their everyday and professional Assessment Method Category: 
Start Date: Internship Evaluation 
04/09/2009 Assessment Method: 07/26/2011 - Student Exit Survey Question #7 End Date: 
04/09/2012 

Question 7 from Student Exit Survey "Because of the Psychology Program, I am able to 

Outcome Status: 
Assessment Method Category: apply psychological principles to myself and 

!Active Survey· Graduate (Current Year) others." 
Criterion for Success: 2008- average 6.111 out of 7 (standard deviation 
Above 5 on a 1-7 scale = 0.758, N=18) 

2009- average 6.385 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.768, N=13} 
2010- average 6.217 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.795, N=23) 
2011 -average 6.263 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.806, N=19) 

Student Exit Survey Question #11 , "I am prepared 
to use the scientific method when dealing with 
problems and/or looking for answers." 
2008- average 5.944 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.873, N=18) 
2009- average 5.538 out of 7 (standard deviation 

-J = 0.776, N=13) 

- 2010- average 5.870 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.920, N=23} 
2011 -average 6.211 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 1.032, N=19) 

Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
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1 -No Action Requ ired 

Program - Psychology (B.S.) - Outcome #4 Assessment Method: 07/26/2011 -Average of two measures 3.896 
- Students will effectively communicate Paper for capstone course (Standard Deviation=0.526, N=24) 
psychological concepts, theories, and Assessment Method Category: Classification: 
principles. Written Product (essay, research paper, Criterion Met 
Start Date: journal, newsletter, etc.) Action: 
04/09/2009 1 -No Action Required 
End Date: 07/26/2010- Average of two measures 3.692 
04/09/2012 (Standard Deviation = 1.059, N=26) 
Outcome Status: Classification: 
!Active 

Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 -No Action Required 

07/26/2009- average of measures 3.467 out of 5 
(Standard Deviation =0.790, N=15) 
Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 -No Action Required 

I 

Assessment Method: 08/08/201 1 -Student Exit Survey Question #14 , "I 
Question 14 from Student Exit Survey am able to communicate ideas in a clear and 
Assessment Method Category: organized manner." 
Survey - Graduate (Current Year) 2008- average 6.333 out of 7 (standard deviation 
Criterion for Success: = 0.840, N=18) 
Above 5 on a 1-7 scale 2009 - average 6.154 out of 7 (standard deviation 

= 0.6887, N=13) 
2010- average 6.087 out of 7 (standard deviation 
= 0.848, N=23) 
2011 - average 6.158 out of? (standard deviation 

....j = 1.015, N=19) 

~ Classification: 
Criterion Met 
Action: 
1 -No Action Required 
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